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Chapter 1 

General Introduetion 

"ft seems as ij a great deal were attainable in a world where there are 
so many marriages and decisive battles, and where we all, at certain 

hours of the day, and with great gusto and despatch, stow a portion of 
victuals finally and irretrievably into the bag which contains us. '' 

R.L. Stevenson 

1.1 Introduetion 

J .E. Lilienfeld could not have known what he was starting when 
he filed the first patents on amplifying devices using the field effect in 
1926 and 1928 [1] . Leipzig of the 1920s, where he was professor, seems 
as far removed from the present day as the first M OSFETs ( metal
oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor) are from the devices now on 
offer. The first successful MOSFET was reported in 1960 by D. Kahng 
and M.M. Atalla [2] whomade use of thermally grown silicon dioxide as 
gate insulation. As in mostfieldsof human endeavour, one parameter is 
taken to differentiate the various players in the game. In this case, it is 
minimum feature size, that ubiquitous measure of technological prowess 
which has gone from above 20J,Lm in 1960 to around 0.5J.Lm at the present 
time. Such is the power and importance of the semiconductor indus
try that a Japanese company is willing to spend 770 million American 
dollars in 1992 to prepare one of its factories to make 64Mbit DRAM 
( dynamic random access memories) chips [3]. These chips are regarcled 
as the drivers of the industry resulting in an annual decrease of mini-
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mum feature size of 13% since the early 1960s. Such is the inexorable 
march tosmaller dimensions that there is already talk of a 1Gbit SRAM 
(statie random access memory) in a 0.12J.Lm manufacturing process by 
the year 2000. 

Why this ceaseless march, grudging ourselves the time for rest ? 
The answer lies, of course, with money. By reducing the minimum fea
ture size, the area of a transistor decreases with the result that more 
functionality can be packed onto a given area of silicon. Less silicon 
per switching element means reduced costs and therefore higher profit 
margins. However, there are other advantages from microminiaturisa
tion which may be obscured by the cost analysis alone. For instance, 
in most cases the resultant switching element dissipates less power pro
ducing less heat. Furthermore, reliability and switching time improve. 
These simple facts have led to the relentless pursuit of smaller dimen
sions in the area of ULSI (ultra large scale integration). 

1.1.1 Sealing 

Quantity Sealing factor 
Device dimensions 1/ ,.,_ 
Area 1/ ,.,_2 

Packing density ,.,_2 

Doping concentration ,.,_ 

Voltages and threshold 1/ ,.,_ 
Currents 1/ K-
Power dissipation per unit area 1 
Capacitance per unit area ,.,_ 

Charge per unit area 1 
Electric field 1 
Body effect coefficient 1 I ,.,_o.5 
Transistor transit time 1/ ,.,_ 
Power delay product 1/ ,.,_3 

TABLE 1.1 : Constant Field Sealing 

Reducing the gatelength of a MOSFET is the first action in the 
downsealing of the device. A consequence is that depletion region widths 
must also be reduced to prevent the souree and drain depletion regions 
from meeting and punching through. This can be attained by increasing 
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Figure 1.1. Ristorical evolution of the minimum feature size for dynamic 

random access memories at their introduetion in production. 

the substrate doping and decreasing the power supply voltage. The 
increase in doping results in threshold voltages being too high requiring, 
in turn , that the gate oxide thickness also be reduced. In other words, 
the process architecture must be changed to suppress short channel 
effects. 

The incessant march to smaller dimensions can be seen in Fig. 1.1 
which shows the historica} evolution of the minimum feature size ( the 
MOS gate length) for dynamic random access memories (DRAM) at 
their introduetion in production [4]. 

The first set of rules proposed for the sealing of the MOSFET was 
introduced in 197 4 [5] and is called constant field sealing. In this ap
proach, the maximum electric field and the internal electric field profile 
are unaltered going from the originallarge device to the small scaled 
version. Using this method, the MOSFET is reduced by a factor 1/ K 
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( K larger than 1) in all three dimensions (length, width, junction depth , 
gate oxide thickness). The effect of this is summarised in Table 1.1. 

The problems with voltage losses along interconnections and in 
contact holes along with the fact that the slope of loglds versus V95 (Ids 
- souree drain current; V98 - gate souree voltage) does not change [6] 
mean that a larger fraction of the available voltage is lost in resistances 
and voltage swings to turn transistors on. This has led to the develop
ment of constant voltage sealing in which the voltage is kept constant 
as the device is scaled by a factor 1 IK ( K > 1). The main differences 
between this approach and that of the constant field sealing is that 
the supply and threshold voltages remain constant and the gate oxide 
thickness is reduced by a smaller amount than other dimensions to avoid 
problems with high fields . This approach has a more practical founda
tion than others in that standard supply voltages have remained largely 
constant while transistor dimensions have shrunk. It also deals with the 
practical problem that the threshold voltage does not scale downwards 
as dimensions shrink. With a reduced supply voltage, this would mean 
that less voltage over and above the threshold voltage ( the "gate drive") 
would be available to invert the channel resulting in smaller currents. 

Other approaches to sealing have been suggested such as quasi
constant voltage sealing in which dimensions and dope levels are scaled 
as in the constant field approach but voltages are reduced by a smaller 
amount [7] . This means that depletion regions do not scale by the same 
amount as transistor dimensions. To achieve this , substrate doping is 
scaled by another factor resulting in the generalised sealing rules [8]. 

All the above approaches can be found in Table 1.2. 

Quantity Constant Constant Quasi-constant Generalised 
Field Voltage Voltage 

1 < {3 < K 1< /3 <K 1<{3<K 
Length, Width 11K 11K 11K 11K 
Gate oxide 11K 11 f3 11K 11K 
Substrate dope K K K K2 I f3 
Voltages 11K 1 11 K0.5 11 f3 

TABLE 1.2 : Different Sealing Rules 
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Another sealing procedure takes advantage of the empirica! re
sult that devices exhibit long channel behaviour (i.e. short channel ef
fects are absent) if their channellengths are longer than some minimum 
amount given as 

where Xj is the souree/drain junction depth, tox is the gate ox
ide thickness, and ds and dd are the souree and drain depletion region 
widths [9]. 

1.1.2 Process Technology 

The key to miniaturisation is the huge advancements made in pro
cess technology. Billions of dollars are spent in the areas of lithography, 
deposition and etching to enable finer dimensions to be made on sili
con wafers. Optical lithography is the werkhorse of the semiconductor 
industry with dimensions down to 0.5J.L.m possible using the i-line of a 
mercury-arc light souree to expose the resist on the wafer. The use 
of excimer laser light sourees is expected to allow features down to 
0.25J.L.m [10]. Beyend that, X-ray and electron-beam lithography are 
possible candidates for future processes. The fabrication of semicon
ductor circuits requires the deposition of various materials including 
dielectrics, semiconductors and metals. These processes demand the 
deposition of ultra clean layers, from a few nanometers to over 1 micron 
in thickness, on large silicon wafers of 8 inches ( ~ 20cm) in diameter 
with a thickness variatien across the wafer of less than 5%. The pat
terns defined in the resist by lithography are transferred to the wafer 
by etching. As devices shrink, the requirement is for anisotropic etches 
that remove material much faster in the vertical than in the horizontal 
dimension. In this way, the pattem in the resist is faithfully transferred 
to the underlying material without much loss in the linewidth. These 
anisotropic processes are achieved with the use of plasmas where reac
tive species are made to bombard the wafer surface. The fabrication of 
a ULSI circuit requires the use of hundreds of process steps invalving 
lithography, deposition, etching, oxidation, implantation, high temper
ature annealing and cleaning. All for the sake of smaller devices and 
larger returns on investments. 
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1.2 Thesis Summary 

The research to be described concerns topics related to the lat
eral and vertical sealing of devices for ULSI. In this case, the devices 
are metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) transistors and are fabricated in 
silicon. 

In the sealing of the MOS transistor to smaller dimensions, the 
gate oxide thickness reduces while the substrate doping concentration 
increases. These steps lead to an increase in the vertical electric fields 
in the channel region of the device resulting in the reduction of the mo
bility of the charge carriers. The rnadeling of this mobility reduction 
is important to be able to simulate circuits containing submicron de
vices. The first main topic describes the rnadeling of the electron and 
hole inversion layer mobility as a function of the effective normal field, 
Eeff [11]. 

Sealing MOS transistors to smaller dimensions also involves the 
reduction in the souree and drain junction depth. While shallow junc
tions are required in both NMOS and PMOS devices, the latter provide 
the greater challenge because of the high diffusivity of boron [12] and 
boron's tendency to channel during implantation [13]. In the second 
main topic, work will be described where the surface of silicon is made 
amorphous prior to boron implantation which reduces the channeling 
and affects the diffusivity. With the use of cross sectional Transmis
sion Electron Microscopy (XTEM), Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) 
and Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS), a complete description 
of this technique will be presented. 

In the sealing of PMOS transistors, it is known that the use of 
the standard n-type polycrystalline silicon as gate material leads to 
problems. This involves the workfunction of the gate being too low 
and the magnitude of the threshold voltage too high, which can be 
circumvented by a p-type implant in the channel region of the device. 
The resulting vertical p-n junction in the channel makes it very difficult 
to shrink this device any further [14]. Increasing the gate's workfunction 
would help to solve this problem. This can be clone using boron to 
dope the gate. The problems and limitations of this approach will be 
described in the third main topic. 

In integrated circuits containing scaled devices, the voltage which 
can be applied safely to any part of the circuit reduces due to thinner 
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oxides and shallower junctions. In applications where devices are in
tegrated that require large voltages for operation, problems can. arise. 
This is especially the case for Electrically Erasable and Programmabie 
Read Only Memories (EEPROM) and Flash EEPROM cells. These 
normally require voltages above 12 volts. If these are embedded in sub
micron circuits, special process steps have to be carried out to enable 
such large voltages to be used. The fourth main topic deals with a new 
techique to reduce the barrier height which limits electron t unneling 
through a thin oxide. Therefore, voltages can be reduced to program 
and erase EEPROM and Flash cells treated using this technique. In 
this way, such devices could be integrated with scaled MOS transistors. 

In summary, the thesis deals with the practical problems of sealing 
MOS transistors to smaller dimensions. It is divided into four main 
topics and is based on several publications as follows: 

1 Electron and Hole Inversion Layer Mobility [15], [16] . 

2 Shallow Junctions [17], [18] . 

3 Gate Work Function Engineering [19] 

4 Silicon/Silicon Dioxide Barrier Height Adjustment [20]. 
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Chapter 2 

Inversion Layer Mobility 

"And it would seem also, on a hasty view, that the attainment of as 
much as possible was the one goal of rnan's contentious life. And yet, 

as regards the spirit, this is but a semblance. " 
R.L. Stevenson 

2.1 Intrad uction 

The mobility of charge carriers in MOS inversion layers is one of 
the most fundamental parameters for ~OSFET device modeling. All 
the most important device characteristics such as souree - drain current 
and switching time include the mobility in their expressions. For a full 
analysis of the M OSFET, the reader is referred to the literature [ 1]. 
In this chapter, a simple qualitative approach is given on MOSFET 
operation. In addition, the scattering mechanisms that affect charge 
carriers in the MOS inversion layer are described. Finally, the new 
MOSFET inversion layer mobility model based on effective normal field , 
E eff, is presented. 

2.2 MOSFET: Qualitative Approach 

The structure of the silicon MOSFET has essentially remained the 
same since its inception with dimensions being reduced with time. A 
schematic cross section of an n-type MOSFET can beseen in tigure 2.1 
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Gate 

Figure 2.1. Schematic cross section of n-type MOSFET showing fields and 
scattering mechanisms acting on the mobile electrans in the inversion layer. 

In this device, a silicon dioxide insuiator separates the gate elec
trode from the n-type souree and drain and the p-type substrate. In 
present day devices, the gate electrode is fabricated from polycrystalline 
silicon which is degenerately doped. The souree and drain are self
aligned to this gate in the sense that the gate acts as a mask for souree 
and drain implantation thus resulting in minimal gate to drain and gate 
to souree capacitance. Also given in figure 2.1 are the fields affecting 
the movement of the electrans along with the scattering mechanisms 
that the electrans experience in the inversion layer. More information 
on these points is given later. 

To change the band bending at the silicon- silicon dioxide (Si/ Si02 ) 

interface, a voltage VcB is applied between the gate and substrate elec
trodes. In this simple case, the souree and substrate are both at ground 
potential. As VcB is swept from negative values, through zero to positive 
values, the band bending at the Si/ Si02 interface changes from accu
mulation through depletion to inversion. These three cases are given in 
figure 2.2. This shows the band bending at the surface of the silicon 
as a function of depth in the channel region of a MOS transistor. The 
positions of the souree and drain are therefore out of the plane of the pa
per. With a negative voltage on the gate with respect to the souree and 
substrate, holes in the substrate are attrácted to the surface forming an 
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Figure 2.2. Band bending at the surface of the silicon due to the application 

of a voltage on the gate electrode. 

accumulation layer. As VaB becomes less negative, the holes are driven 
from this layer with the band bending becoming less as shown in fig
ure 2.2. At the flat band voltage condition between gate and substrate, 
the bands are literally flat with no net charge in the substrate. 

As VaB sweeps through zero to positive values, the band bending 
is in the opposite direction to the accumulation case. In the first in
stance, holes are pushed from the surface layer resulting in negatively 
charged uncompensated acceptars being present in the depletion layer. 
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At stilllarger positive VeE values, electrans are attracted to the surface 
coming primarily from the souree electrode. The resulting inversion 
layer is a negatively charged conducting layer with mobile charge, Qinv, 

due to these electrons. Since Q inv is an exponential function of band 
bending at the silicon surface, band bending saturates as gate voltage 
increases. Effectively, the depletion region reaches a maximum depth 
into the silicon. 

By applying a voltage, Vvs, now between souree and drain , a cur
rent of electrans can be made to flow. 

These are the essentials of the MOSFET. 

2.3 Scattering Mechanisms 

Charge carriers travelling from souree to drain in a silicon inversion 
layer experience scattering of their motion due to various causes as is 
shown in tigure 2.1. First, the uncompensated acceptars (for nMOS 
devices) or the uncompensated donors (for pMOS devices) are of the 
same charge type as the mobile inversion charge leading to Coulomb 
repulsion . This results in scattering. As the gate voltage increases 
teading to increased inversion, more mobile charge carriers are attracted 
into the channel region. T his in turn leads to screening of the effect 
of the immobile donors or acceptors. Therefore, Coulomb scattering 
is important at low gate voltages and at high channel doping levels . 
Another more important souree of Coulomb scattering is charges in 
interface states and in the gate oxide. 

Second, bulk phonons and surface phonons (surfons) from the 
quanturn vibrations of the crystallattice scatter the mobile charge car
ners. 

Third, the interface between the crystal silicon and the gate oxide 
is not atomically smooth. This interface roughness scatters the mobile 
charge carriers. This effect becomes more important as the charge car
riers are forced closer to this interface by increasing the gate voltage to 
increase the mobile inversion charge. 

The net effect of all this scattering is seen in the effective mobility 
of the charge carriers moving from souree to drain in the MOS inversion 
layer. 
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2.4 Inversion Layer Mobility 

The sealing of MOS transistors towards the requisite submicron 
dimensions involves the use of thinner gate oxides, higher substrate 
doping and/or lower operating voltages. The goal of these changes is 
to increase the performance of the individual devices, but such changes 
may compromise the very performance they seek to enhance. Perfor
mance degradation can be seen by analysing the mobility of the charge 
carriers in the silicon inversion layer and how this is affected by gate 
oxide thickness, surface doping density and gate voltage. Figure 2.3 
shows mobility degradation with gate voltage for scaled NMOS transis
tors with different gate oxide thicknesses and surface doping densities. 
The ability to model such effects is of great importance for device sim
ulations which are necessary to direct actual experiments in silicon and 
thus reduce expenditure on these experiments. 

As carriers travel from souree to drain in an MOS transistor, they 
experience an electric field made up of two components. Firstly, a lateral 
contribultion due to the souree- drain voltage and, secondly, a perpen
dicular component due to the gate voltage. Each component affects the 
carrier mobility in different ways. These electric fields are indicated for 
an NM OS in figure 2.1 in schematic detail. 

This chapter presents a physically - based model for the perpen
dicular effective field dependenee of the electron and hole mobilities in 
silicon inversion layers at low lateral fields. Recent results of an investi
gation into the application of this model to measurements carried out on 
MOS devices with gate oxide thicknesses and surface doping densities 
scaled for process generations down to 0.5JLm are given. Furthermore, 
for the first time such a model was incorporated in a two - dimensional 
device simulation program and comparisons between predictions from 
this program and measurements on submicron transistors are presented. 

2.4.1 Model 

The modeling of the inversion layer mobility for applications in 
device simulation seems well established as evidenced by models from 
Yamaguchi [2] and Hiroki et al. [3]. Generally the local normal elec
tric field is used to evaluate the influence of the normal field on the 
mobility. Such an approach is very attractive for applications in a de
vice simulator. However, from a physical point of view it has several 
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Figure 2.3. Mobility degradation as a function of gate voltage for various 
n-type MOSPETs with different gate oxide thicknesses and surface doping 

densities. The souree/drain voltage was 100 mV. 

drawbacks. Firstly, since the normal field can vary strongly over the 
inversion layer thickness, appreciable variations of the mobility can oc
cur over distances significantly smaller than the electron mean free path. 
More importantly, it has been shown elsewhere that the electron [4] and 
hole [5] mobilities follow universa! curves when plotted as functions of 
an effective normal field, Eeff, given by 

(2.1) 
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with 17 = 1/2 for electrans and 1/3 for holes and where Qdep and 
Qinv are the depletion and inversion layer charges per unit surface area 
respectively. This effective normal field can be regarcled as the average 
normal field over the depth of the inversion layer. 

In this new model a semi - empirica! approach was taken to model 
the mobility- Eeff curves. It was assumed that the room temperature 
inversion layer mobility is dominated by three scattering mechanisms 
[6]: 

1 Coulomb scattering 

2 Carrier - phonon scattering 

3 Surface roughness scattering 

Each has its own contribution to the net mobility. These contribu
tions are designated by J-Lc, /-Lep and f-Lsr respectively. Actual rnadelling of 
scattering processes in inversion layers is very complex due to the quan
turn mechanica! nature of these processes and the fact that at tempera
tmes above absolute zero more than one sub- band is filled. Therefore, 
a simplified semi- empirica! approach was adopted as a pragmatic step 
towards obtaining a fitting model. The three scattering processes are 
schematically shown in figure 2.1. 

To obtain a simple first order expression for carrier mobility due to 
sereerred Coulomb scattering, the Brooks - Herring formula was adopted 
[7]: 

CT1.5 1 

f-Lc = ln(1 + b)- b/(1 + b). NI 
(2.2) 

where b = (24m*Esik2T 2)/(n?q2N0 ), NI is the charged impurity 
density, No is the mobile carrier density, C is a constant, Esi is the 
dielectric constant of silicon and the other symbols have their usual 
meanmgs. 

However, the following modifications we re made for the inversion 
layer : 

No = ninv/ < z > (2.3) 
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(2.4) 

where ninv is the number of mobile carriers per unit surface area, 
< z > is the average distance of mobile carriers from the Si/ Si02 

interface, Nox is the fixed oxide charge per unit surface area and N} is 
the actual charged impurity density due to uncompensated donors or 
acceptors. 

As a result of numerical calculations [8], < z > can be given as a 
function of the mobile inversion charge number density per unit surface 
area, ninv, and therefore as a funtion of Eeff· 

For carrier- pbonon scattering, the prediction from theory (see [9] 
and references therein) is 

(2.5) 

Surface roughness scat tering, according to theory ( see references 
m [9]), obeys the following relation : 

(2.6) 

These two equations for /-Lep and J-Lsr can be reformulated as func
tions of the effective perpendicular field, Eef f by consiclering Gauss's 
Law in one dimension. Reference is made to figure 2.4 which shows 
electron potential plotted as a function of depth into the silicon. Using 
Gauss's Law at the surface of the inversion layer, it can be seen that 
the field at the surface is 

while at the inversion layer / depletion layer interface, it is 

E _ Qdep 
dep -

Es 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

These are of course the gradients of the curve in figure 2.4 at the 
respective depths. Therefore, the average of these two fields is defined 
as the effect i ve normal field, E ef f, and is gi ven as 

E 1 (Qinv Q ) 
ef f = - - 2- + dep 

Es 
(2.9) 
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Figure 2.4. Electron potential as a function of depth from the silicon/ silicon 
dioxide interface through the inversion and depletion layers. 

Therefore, we have 

k -lE-1/3 
I-Lep = cpT ef f (2.10) 

and 

(2.11) 

where kcp and ksr are constants. 
The net mobility J-L is calculated using Matthiesen's rule . 1.e. 

1 1 1 1 
- = -+ - + -
1-L J-lc I-Lep J-lsr 

(2.12) 

with J-Lc, J-lep and J-lsr given in equations 2, 5 and 6 respectively with 
the constants C, kcp and ksr as adjustable parameters. 

The above equations were incorporated into a two - dimensional 
device simulation program, CURRY [10], in which the effective field at 
any point from souree to drain was calculated by averaging the normal 
field in the depth direction over the inversion layer or surface accumu
lation layer at that point. In other words, the following approximation 
is used for the calculation of the effective field : 

(2.13) 
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where d is the thickness of the inversion layer and x is the lateral 
coordinate from souree to drain. The model is therefore a non - loc al one 
with the mobility at any point dependent on the values of the normal 
electric field at other points. This contrasts with the approach used in 
some device simulators where the effective mobility at the point (x,y) 
is determined by the value of the normal electric field, Ey(x, y), at that 
point. 

2.4.2 Mobility Measurement 

In order to exclude possible two- dimensional effects playing an 
important role, the mobility at smalllateral souree - drain fields was ex
tracted from measurements on large MOS transistors. If a small souree 
- drain voltage, Vds, is applied to such a device and the gate - souree 
voltage, V95 , is varied (the substrate is shorted to the source), then a 
certain souree- drain current, Ids will flow. In this case, the low lateral 
field mobility is given as 

(2.14) 

where Ids is the current from souree to drain, Vv and L are the 
width and length of the transistor respectively, Vds is the souree - drain 
voltage, and Qinv is the mobile inversion charge per unit surface area. 

In most approaches, the mobile inversion charge, Qinv , is approxi
mated by 

(2.15) 

where Cox is the transistor 's oxide capacitance per unit surface 
area, V95 is as above and Vr is the transistor's threshold voltage [11]. 
This expression is fairly accurate at gate - souree voltages much larger 
than the threshold voltage. However, at gate - souree voltages near 
threshold, uncertainty arises. This is due tothefact that this expression 
assumes, in contrast to reality, that there are no mobile charges at the 
surface at voltages below threshold. This approximation can be removed 
by actually measuring Q inv on capacitor structures [12]. In addition, 
the measurement of the immobile depletion charge per unit surface area, 
Qdep, can also be determined using capacitor structures. 
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Since Qinv and Qdep are crucial to the model, a short description 
of how these are measured follows. 

Qinv and Qdep are determined using the so-called "split" capaci
tance - voltage method [13]. A schematic representation of the exper
imental set-up for this measurement in the case of electron mobility is 
given in figure 2.5. The main point to note is that separate measure
ments are made of the souree-drain and bulk contributions to the gate 
capacitance as a function of gate voltage. The d.c. gate voltage, Vc, is 
ramped from a negative value through threshold to a positive value so 
that the silicon surface changes from being strongly accumulated with 
holes to being strongly inverted with electrous having passed through 
depletion on the way. 

Superimposed on the d.c. gate voltage is a small a.c. signal, dVc, 
which produces the displacement currents, I 1 and h shown in figure 2.5. 
When the silicon surface is in strong accumulation, the density of holes 
at and near the Si/ Si02 interface is very large and any small signal 
variation in this density due to the small gate signal, dVc, is recorded 
as a change in I 1 . That is, the holes are considered to come exclusively 
from the su bstrate, I 1 being the hole current. In strong inversion, elec
trous are the majority carriers at the surface and any variation in their 
density due to dVc is recorded as a change in h. That is, the electrous 
are considered to come exclusively from the n+ regions bounding the 
channel. By making the assumption that, throughout the gate voltage 
sweep, electrous are supplied to the interface region exclusively by the 
n+ regions, and holes by the substrate, these separate contributions to 
the gate capacitance can be independently monitored, as can be seen in 
the graph in figure 2.5. This assumption can be expressed as follows: 

I _ dQdep 
1 - dt and I _ dQinv 

2 - dt 

which, of course, means: 

I _ dQdep dVc 
1 - dVc dt 

and I _ dQinv dVc 
2 - dVc dt 

Since I 1 and hare measurable quantities and dVc/dt is known, the 
quantities dQdep/dVc and dQinv/dVc can be calculated. The latter two 
quantities are, in effect, the hole and electron contributions respectively 
to the small-signal capacitance of the gate-earth system. As can beseen 
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Figure 2.5. Schematic representation of the experimentalset-up to measure 
electron mobility. 

from the graph in figure 2.5, 12 has a const ant non-zero value , even in 
the accumulation region. This is due to the fact that the n + regions 
overlap the gate due to diffusion. This produces a parasitic capacitance 
since the electrans in these regions can faithfully follow a gate signa] 
even when the channel is in accumulation, thus giving rise to a non-zero 
12. 
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(a) 

c 

(b) 

Figure 2.6. Measurement of the inversion and depletion charges from the 
measured capacitance-voltage curves. 

Figure 2.6 shows how Qinv is found as a function of Va . From 
monitoring 12 , the capacitance due to the electron contribution can be 
plotted as a function of Va. The background parasitic capacitance, 
mentioned above, is then subtracted and the resulting curve can be 
integrated to give Qinv(Va). 

After the silicon surface has reached strong inversion, the depletion 
charge per unit surface area, Qdep, can be considered to have reached its 
maximum value which remains constant in inversion. As indicated in 
figure 2.6, the hole contribution to the total capacitance per unit surface 
area is integrated from the fiat-band voltage, Vp8 , to large positive Vc 
to give Qdep· 
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Figure 2. 7. Electron mobility as a fundion of effective field for various 
surface doping concentrations with the gate oxide thickness at 14 nm for all 
samples. 

Using the above techniques, the mobility can be directly measured 
as a function of gate voltage on the MOSFET. However, Qinv and Qdep 

are also known as functions of gate voltage from the capacitance mea
surements. Therefore, the mobility can be expressed as a function of 
these charges and as a function of the effective normal field, Eef 1 as 
required. 

2.4.3 Results 

The results from mobility measurements on the large n- and p-MOS 
devices are given in figures 2.7 and 2.8 respectively in which mobility is 
plotted as a function of normal effective field. 

The surface doping density, N5 , and gate oxide thickness, tox are 
also shown in the figures. The points are the experimental data with the 
solid lines being the fits of the model to these data. Figure 2.7 shows 
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Figure 2.8. Hole mobility as a function of effective field for various gate 
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Figure 2.9. Simulations and experimental data of half-micron n-MOS tran

sistors. 

that the electron mobility in the inversion channel is almast independent 
of surface doping density at high effective fields but depends strongly 
on the doping at lower fields. In the case of the pMOS devices, different 
boron implants had been introduced into the originally n-type substrate 
but it was not clear as to what the actual density of charged impurities 
would be since the impurities are not completely ionized. 

5 
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Simulations and experimental data of half-micron p-MOS 

It was apparent in the model for electrans that the same values for 
C (equ.2), kcp (equ.10) and ksr (equ.ll) could be used for all samples 
provided that the surface doping density, NI, and the oxide fixed charge, 
N 0 x, were known. The values used in figure 2.7 were C = 2.63 x 1017 , 

kcp = 1.35 x 107 and ksr = 7.0 x 1014 all expressed in cgs units . 
In the model for holes, the value of NI was unknown. Therefore a 

fit was carried out to find the optimum value of C / (NI + Nox / < z >) 
using fixed values of kcp and ksr · This was 0.225 for kcp = 3 x 106 and 
ksr = 2.22 x 1014 all in cgs units. This is the solid line in figure 2.8 

The mobility model as described was tested by rnadeling transistor 
charcateristics. Figure 2.9 shows simulations of a half-micron n-MOS 
transistor tagether with experimental data. 

Good agreement between the calculated and experimental data is 
observed. Similar datafora buried channel p-MOS transistor are shown 
in figure 2.10. The Ids- V98 charaçteristics at low Vds are modelled well 
but systematic deviations in the Ids - Vds charaderistics at high drain 
bias suggest that the lateral - field model for holes is not sufficiently 
accurate at high lateral fields. The mobility model presented above is 
based on measurements on very large transistors. Clearly, application 
of the model to submicron devices leads to deviations which are not 
taken into account in the model itself. 
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2.5 Discussion and Conclusions 

With the simple three parameter mobility model presented above, 
a large amount of experimental data can be modeled. It's incorporation 
in a device simulator has led to predictions of 0.5,um MOS transistor 
behaviour in reasonable agreement with experiment. As was seen, the 
rnadelling of hole mobility and its subsequent use in simulating PMOS 
current-voltage curves were less accurate than for the electron mobility 
and ~MOS case. Future work should concentrate on hole mobility and, 
in particular, on the "surface channel device" where the gate polysilicon 
has been doped p-type by incorporation of boron. This will become the 
device of choice for PMOS transistors in the deep submicron regime due 
to the ease in making low threshold devices for low power applications 
( see Chapter 4) . The model should be tested against the newest devices 
in the laboratory which have gatelengtbs below 0.25,um. 

In the time between the appearance of the original articles [14], 
[15], and this dissertation, many articles have appeared along similar 
lines as proposed here. [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. 

The newest most comprehensive approach can be found in [23] 
where an identical approach was taken regarding the effective inversion 
layer mobility as a Matthiesen 's summation of thr€e component rnabili
ties due to screened Coulomb scattering, carrier-pbonon scattering and 
surface roughness scattering. Reference was also made by the authors to 
the original articles by Walker and Woerlee. This confirms the approach 
taken here. A paper examining the effects of high substrate doping on 
threshold voltage and inversion layer mobility of deep-submicron MOS
PETs using the original approach in [15] was publisbed recently [24]. 
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Chapter 3 

Shallow Implanted Boron Junctions 

"Th ere is always a new horizon for onward-looking men) and although 
we dwell on a small planet) immersed in petty business and not 

enduring beyond a brief period of years) we are so constituted that our 
hopes are inaccessible) like stars) and the term of hoping is prolonged 

until the term of life. )) 
R.L. Stevenson 

3.1 Introduetion 

Ion implantation has replaced solid-state diffusion as the preferred 
method of introducing dopants into silicon. A very accurately controlled 
amount of dopant can be introduced in this way. Since the implanta
tion is carried out at crystal temperatures where dopant diffusion is 
negligible, very shallow profiles close to the crystal surface are possible. 
With the continued miniaturisation of silicon devices and the demand 
for tight control in electrical parameters, ion implantation has become 
an indispensable tool in very large scale integrated circuit manufacture. 

The depth penetration of the ions is determined by the energy of 
the ions and the rate at which they lose energy to the crystal lattice. 
This loss is caused by electronic and nuclear scattering. At high ion 
velocities, electronic interactions are predominant with very few nuclear 
- ion interactions. As the ions slow down; nuclear scattering takes over 
as the main mechanism. This results in displacements of silicon atoms 
from their lattice sites. In other words, most silicon displacement takes 
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place at the ion's end of range. This illustrates one of the problems 
of ion implantation . The methad introduces defects into the silicon 
crytal si nee as little as 30 e V is sufficient to displace a silicon atom 
from its lattice site. These resultant silicon "self-interstitials" are a 
problem on two counts. First, they can coalesce to form extended defects 
which may lead to large parasitic leakage currents if they are situated 
in charge depletion layers. Second, they can interact with implanted 
dopant atoms leading to enhanced dopant diffusion. A third problem 
encountered with light ion implantation is known as " channeling" in 
which the ion is guided into various crystal directions and experiences far 
fewer retarding interactions thus leading to deeper profiles than desired. 
This chapter is concerned primarily with an investigation of these three 
effects. 

The first section deals with the fabrication of shallow baron junc
tions using a technique known as "preamorphization" where the surface 
of the silicon crystal is intentionally made amorphous using a relatively 
heavy ion prior to the implantation of the baron. This suppresses the 
channeling of the baron. The heavy ion implantation however leads to 
silicon displacement which in turn can form large extended defects and 
can cause enhanced baron diffusion. The requirements for shallow, low 
leakage junctions using preamorphization will be presented. 

The second section concentrates on the diffusion of baron in this 
amorphous layer. In particular, the baron was introduced by implan
tation of baron difl.uoride and the effect of the fl.uorine on the baron 
diffusion is shown during high temperature rapid thermal annealing. 

3.2 Preamorphization 

The lateraland vertical sealing of metal-oxide-semiconductor field
effect transistor devices for very large scale integrated circuits requires 
the fabrication of very shallow junctions to avoid short-channel effects. 
The greatest challenge arises in the fabrication of shallow p+ -n junc
tions, since these require the use of B which tencis to channel during 
low energy implantation and has too low an atomie mass to amorphize 
the silicon at doses of practical interest. Channeling results in relatively 
deep penetration of the implanted B in the silicon substrate [1], [2]. 
The non-amorphous nature of the silicon substrate after B implanta
tion requires the use of higher annealing temperatures to activate the 
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dopant and remave the implantation damage [3] which, in turn, leads 
to considerable boron diffusion into the depth of the silicon substrate. 
Further problems, leading toa deepening of the p+ -n junction, arise due 
to anomalous enhanced diffusion of B during implant damage repair [4], 
[5], [6], [7] in which dopant diffusivities can be enhanced by several 
orders of magnitude during the initial stages of the thermal anneal. 

These difficulties have led to the study of shallow p+ -n junction 
fabrication using preamorphization by heavy ion implantation. Numer
ous studies have been carried out using different heavy ions such as Si+ 
[10], [11], Sn+ [12], Ar+ [13], Ga+ [14] [15] In+ [16], Ge+ [17], 
[18], [19], [20] and Sb+ [21]. The resulting amorphous layer close to 
the silicon surface suppresses the channeling of the implanted B ions. 
The layer can be regrown by solid phase epitaxy at temperatures as low 
as 550°C resulting in very little B diffusion and high electrical activ
ity. Unfortunately, however, the regrowth generates extended defects 
located at the posi ti on of the previous amorphous-crystalline (a/ c) in
terface which can result in very high junction leakage [19], [22]. The 
position of the junction depletion layer in relation to this defect band 
is therefore critical. As the reverse bias is increased, the depletion layer 
extends further into the lightly doped substrate than into the heavily 
doped p+ region, and it is therefore advantageous to position the de
fects within the p+ region. However, B diffusion in the region beyond 
the defect band has been seen to be enhanced [19] due to the super
saturation of silicon interstitials in this region, while diffusion between 
the defect band and the silicon surface is relatively little affected [7], 
[8]. Therefore, to satisfy leakage requirements, one of two approaches 
can be taken: (i) the B has to be implanted within the preamorphized 
silicon layer and diffused through the defect band, with minimal tran
sient enhanced diffusion because the interstitial supersaturation in the 
region beyond the defect band only occurs at short times, befare the 
dopant has entered this region; or (ii) the thermal annealing during the 
fabrication process must completely remave the implantation-induced 
defects. 

Since thermal budgets are decreasing as transistors decrease in 
size, the latter approach is becoming difficult to maintain. Therefore, 
the farmer approach has been stuclied here to investigate conditions for 
ideal junction behaviour. 
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Structural and electrical properties of shallow junctions formed by 
implanting BFi into crystal silicon or into silicon preamorphized by ei
ther Si+ or Ge+ have been investigated [9] . The position of the junction 
has been varied by furnace annealing at 850°C for different times with 
the resultant leakage currents and forward bias ideality factors being 
measured. 

The goal of this study is to show that by using relatively low
temperature furnace annealing, shallow p+ -n junctions can be made 
without having to remove all the crystalline defects formed by t he im
plantation process. The resulting limits for ideal junction behaviour 
that this approach imposes will be presented. 

3.2.1 Sample Preparation 

The samples used fall into two categories defined by the BFi im
plant energy. Both consist of large diodes fabricated for electrical and 
physical characterization. 

In the first diode experiment, phosphorus-doped n-type < 100 > 
0.7-0.9 D.cm wafers were used. A 600 nm oxide film was grown by wet 
oxidation at 1000°C and junction areas were defined using photolithog
raphy and wet etching in buffered HF solution. A proportion of the 
wafers were preamorphized by silicon implantation at 50keV and a dose 
of 1 x 1015 cm-2 or by germanium implantation at 120keV with a dose of 
4 x 1014 cm-2 . The remaining wafers did not receive any preamorphiz
ing implant. All the wafers were then implanted at normal incidence 
with BFi at an energy of 25ke V and a dose of 1 x 1015 cm - 2 . After 
removing some wafers for future analysis, a furnace anneal was carried 
out at 600°C for 60 minutes in nitrogen ambient. Again, some wafers 
were removed for analysis, while the remainder were furnace annealed 
at 850°C in nitrogen for different durations; 5 minutes, 30 minutes or 
2 hours. Aluminum(2% silicon) was deposited. The metal contacts 
were photolithographically defined and wet etched in phosphoric acid. 
The process was completed with a forming gas anneal at 420°C for 30 
minutes. 

The second diode experiment was identical to the first except that 
the amorphization was carried out using only Ge implantation at 70keV 
with a dose of 4 x 1014 cm- 2 . Furthermore, the BFi was implanted at 
20keV instead of 25keV as in the first experiment. 
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All anneals within this study were performed by furnace annealing 
in nitrogen ambient, unless otherwise stated. 

3.2.2 Results and Discussion 
Diode 1 Experiment 

Sample Si Dose Ge Dose Anneal 
50 keV 120 keV (min/C) 
1015 1014 After 
cm- 2 cm- 2 600C 

1 1 - -

2 1 - 5/850 
3 1 - 30/850 
4 1 - 120/850 
5 - - -

6 - - 5/850 
7 - - 30/850 
8 - - 120/ 850 
9 - 4 -

10 - 4 5/ 850 
11 - 4 30/ 850 
12 - 4 120/850 

Junc. PreAmorph Leak 
Depth Depth at -5V 
Xj X a (nA/ cm2) 
(nm) (nm) 
75 90 2 x 10° 
110 90 28 
130 90 0.68 
185 90 0.11 
175 - 1.1 
210 - 0.03 
220 - 0.08 
230 - 0.07 
80 125 2 x 104 

120 125 125 
130 125 3.5 
180 125 0.05 

TABLE I : The results of the first diode experiment. 

I deal. 
Fact 

1.67 
1.04 
1.01 
1.02 
1.01 
1.01 
1.01 
1.01 
1.70 
1.07 
1.02 
1.03 

Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 show secondary-ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) 
results from the first diode experiment. As in most of the SIMS fig
ures, 4 profiles are shown: (i) as-implanted; (ii) after 600°C 60 minutes 
foliowed by 850°C 5 minutes; (iii) after 600°C 60 minutes foliowed by 
850°C 30 minutes; (iv) after 600°C 60 minutes foliowed by 850°C 2 
hours. The profile after the 600°C, 60 min anneal for solid phase epi
taxial regrowth of the amorphous layer was indistinguishable from the 
as-implanted profile and has therefore been omitted from all SIMS fig
ures except the implantation of BFi into crystalline silicon where a 
significant displacement was observed at concentrations below 3 x 1017 

cm- 3 . 

Figure 3.1 shows the B profiles from the samples preamorphized 
by Si implantation. The 850°C anneals push the B deeper into the 
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Figure 3.1. SIMS profiles of B in silicon preamorphized by Si implantation. 
The preamorphization conditions were Si+ 50 keV, 1 x 1015 cm- 2 . The B 

was implanted as BF:J 25 keV, 1 x 1015 cm-2 . The annealing conditions 
were (a) no anneal, (b) 600 oe, 60 min plus 850 oe, 5 min, (c) 600 oe, 
60 min plus 850 oe, 30 min, (d) 600 oe, 60 min plus 850 oe, 2 h. All anneals 

throughout this work were performed in nitrogen ambient. The position of 
the ajc interface is shown. 

silicon as expected. Figure 3.2 shows similar results for the samples 
which had been preamorphized using Ge (120keV 4 x 1014 cm-2 ) while 
Fig. 3.3 shows the results for BFi (25ke V 1 x 1015 cm- 2 ) implanted into 
crystalline silicon. 

There are several important points to note from Fig. 3.3. The pres
enee of a channeling tailleading to a deeper as-implanted profile can be 
clearly seen when comparison is made with Fig. 3.1. There is signifi
cant diffusion of the B profile after the 600°C anneal, at concentrations 
below about 3 x 1017 cm-2 , consistent with previous observations of 
implantation-damage enhanced diffusion at low temperature [24]. The 
doublehumpin the peak region of the profile arises from the segregation 
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Figure 3.2. As Fig.3.1 except preamorphization carried out with Ge+ 
120 keV, 4 x 1014 cm- 2 . 

of baron to defect bands produced by the BFt implantation. 
Figure 3.4 shows the result of cross-sectional transmission electron 

microscopy (XTEM) of the silicon surface after preamorphization by Si 
implantation foliowed by anneals at 600°C for 60 minutes and 850°C for 
5 minutes. The apparent roughness and contrast variations seen in all of 
the XTEM micrographs are measurement artefacts due to sample thick
ness variations and surface roughness effects which lead to diffraction 
thickness fringes. The amorphous layer thickness in Fig. 3.4 was about 
90 nm, which is marked in Fig. 3.1. As can be seen, the as-implanted B 
profile is completely cantairred within this amorphous layer. The thick 
defect band is situated at the position of the previous o./c interface. 
The silicon above and below this band seems to be defect-free as far as 
XTEM can detect. Figure 3.5 shows the equivalent microstructure after 
Ge implantation (120keV 4 x 1014 cm- 2 ) and annealing. The amorphous 
layer thickness in this case was around 125 nm, which is also marked 
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Figure 3.3. SIMS profiles of B after implantation of BF:J implantation into 
crystal silicon. The implant conditions were BF2+ 25 keV, 1 x 1015 cm-2 . 

The anneal conditions were (a) no anneal, (b) 600 oe, 60 min, (c) 600 oe, 
60 min plus 850°e, 5 min, (d) 600 oe, 60 min plus 850°e, 30 min, (e) 600 oe, 
60 min plus 850°e, 2 h. 

in Fig. 3.2. Again, the as-implanted B profile is completely contained 
within the amorphous layer. A comparison between Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 
shows that the density of residual defects is much lower in the case of 
the Ge implant. 

The results of the electrical characterization from this first junc
tion experiment are given in Table I along with the junction depths as 
determined by SIMS. 

The junction depths were defined at a background doping level of 
1 x 1017 cm-3 to avoid ambiguity due to the background noise in the 
SIMS signal at lower concentrations. Several trends can be noted from 
Table I. As expected, for a given amorphizing species (Si or Ge), the 
junction leakage is reduced and the ideality factor approaches unity as 
the junction moves further away from the defect band into the depth of 
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Figure 3.4. XTEM micrograph of amorphous layer after Si+, 50 keV, 
1 x 1015 cm- 2 and 600 oe, 60 min plus 850 oe, 5 min. 

100nm 

Figure 3.5. XTEM micrographof amorphous layer after Ge+, 120 keV, 
4 x 1014 cm- 2 and 600 oe, 60 min plus 850 oe, 5 min. 

the silicon. Furthermore, the separation between the junction and the 
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defect band required to achieve a low level of junction leakage seems to 
be greater for Si than for Ge preamorphized samples. This systematic 
difference may be a consequence of the relatively coarse defect band 
formed in the case of Si implantation, compared with that formed after 
Ge implantation. Note that, when the junction depth is much shallower 
than the preamorphization depth, the junction leakage and the ideal
ity factor are high. This comes from the fact that the defect band at 
the preamorphization depth is situated in the depletion region of the 
junction giving rise to large generation currents. 

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 also show the relatively low density of extended 
defects at the location of the previous a/c interface, formed in the case 
of Ge implantation. As has been confirmed elsewhere [23], the region 
beyond the a/ c interface aft er amorphization is rich in silicon int ersti
tials mainly due to recoil implantation of displaced host atoms. These 
interstitials have been shown [19] to be the cause of the growth of the 
extended defects seen in the XTEM micrographs after furnace anneal
ing. With heavier ions, lower doses can be used sirree less damage is 
required to amorphize the silicon. In addition, the tail of the implanta
tion damage profile is steeper, thus generating fewer defects beyond the 
amorphized layer. 

As far as leakage is concerned, these defects do not have to be 
completely removed, but they must be situated completely within the 
p+ region. Samples 3 and 11 fulfil this condition and result in ideallow
leakage junctions with a nominal depth of about 130 nm. A surprising 
result, shown by sample 5, is that a simple BFt implant foliowed by a 
600°C anneal for 60 minutes results in an almost ideal junction. The 
nomina} junction depth in this case is about 175 nm. 

Diode 2 Experiment 
In this case, preamorphization was performed using 70ke V instead 

of 120keV Ge, and BFt was implanted at 20keV instead of 25 keV , 
to obtain even shallower p+ junctions. The reduced BFt implantation 
energy also provided improved conditions for shallow junction formation 
using simple BFt implantation and a low-temperature thermal anneal, 
i.e. without preamorphization. 

Figure 3.6 shows the B profiles after Ge preamorphization. Fig
ure 3.7 shows the B profiles of the samples which had no amorphization 
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Figure 3.6. As Fig.3.1 except preamorphization carried out with Ge+ 
70 keV, 4 x 1014 cm- 2. 

prior to BFi implantation. 
As before, Fig. 3.6 shows four profiles while Fig. 3.7 has the added 

profile after 600°C annealing since this gave an ideal junction in the 
first experiment . Figure 3.8 shows an XTEM micrograph of the Ge 
preamorphized sample after annealing (600°C 60 minutes plus 850°C 5 
minutes). The effect of implanting BFi at 20keV at a dose of 1 x 1015 

cm-2 into crystal silicon can beseen in Fig. 3.9, while Fig. 3.10 shows the 
same sample after annealing at 600°C. The amorphous layer thicknesses 
in these cases have been marked in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, being about 80 
nm for the Ge implanted sample and 30 nm for the BFi implantation. 

Table II gives a summary of the electrical results from this second 
diode experiment. 
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Figure 3.7. As Fig.3.3 except that implantation conditions were BF:{ , 
20 keV, 1 x 1015 cm- 2. The amorphous layer thickness due to BF;J implan
tation is marked . 

Sample Ge Dose Anneal Junc. PreAmorph Leak I deal. 
70 keV (min/C) Depth Depth at -5V Fact 
1014 Aft er Xj X a (nA/ cm2) 
cm- 2 600C (nm) (nm) 

1 - - 160 - 0.87 1.02 
2 - 5/850 175 - 0.06 1.01 
3 - 30/850 190 - 0.03 1.01 
4 - 120/850 215 - 0.03 1.01 
5 4 - 80 80 1.3 x 104 1.81 
6 4 5/850 165 80 1.24 1.09 
7 4 30/850 180 80 0.11 1.05 
8 4 120/850 185 80 0.07 1.04 

TABLE II : The results of the second diode experiment . 

In the case of Ge preamorphization at 70keV, the tail of the as-
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Figure 3.8. XTEM micrograph of amorphous layer after Ge+, 70 keV, 
4 x 1014 cm-2 and 600 oe, 60 min plus 850 oe, 5 min. 
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Figure 3.9. XTEM micrographof amorphous layer after BF2+, 20 keV, 
1 x 1015 cm- 2 . 

implanted B profile is located very close to the ajc interface. A sub-
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Figure 3.10. As Fig.3.9 but after 600 °C, 60 min 

sequent anneal at 850°C for 5 minutes (preceded by the 600°C anneal) 
broadens the B profile by about 85 nm at a concentration level of 1 x 1017 

cm- 3 (samples 5 and 6, Fig. 3.6, Table II). This contrasts with a broad
ening of only about 40 nm for the equivalent samples in the case of 
Ge preamorphization at 120keV (samples 9 and 10, Fig. 3.2, Table I). 
Comparison of the profiles in Fig. 3.2 with those in Fig. 3.6 reveals a 
difference in the diffusion of the two groups. Fig. 3.6 indicates that dif
fusion in the tail of the B profile is initially very rapid, but slows down 
after the first 5 minutes at 850°C. Thereafter, the profile broadening is 
consistent with the normal nonlinear thermal equilibrium diffusion of B 
in silicon. 

The situation seen in Fig. 3.6 is a consequence of transient en
hanced B diffusion, caused by a supersaturation of silicon interstitials 
originating beyond the defect band. The smooth curvature of the B 
profile, with no change in slope at the defect band, suggests that in 
the present experiment these interstitials have been able to penetrate 
the defect band and cause some diffusion enhancement within the re
grown layer, before recombining at bulk sinks located within this layer. 
In contrast, previous amorphization studies have shown no diffusion 
enhancement within the regrown layer [24], or even a retardation of 
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diffusion relative to thermal equilibrium [19]). This difference suggests 
that the density of interstitial sinks within the regrown layer may have 
been significantly higher in previous studies. 

Despite this difference from earlier results, the position of the as
implanted B profile within the regrown layer is clearly still critica!. Al
though Fig. 3.2 shows significant diffusion during the first 5 minutes 
( almast no broadening would be expected under thermal equilibrium 
conditions), the observed diffusion is much less than in Fig. 3.6. This 
result is again consistent with the presence of sinks for silicon inter
stitials within the regrown layer. For a shallow junction, the tail of 
the as-implanted B profile has to be located at a depth significantly 
shallower than the original ajc interface. 

The ability to make ideallow-leakage junctions using simply a BFi 
implantation foliowed by a 600°C anneal is very proruising and has been 
reported elsewhere [25]. The dopant in the tail of the B profile has 
evidently been activated, since otherwise the defects at the a j c interface 
near the peak of the profile would have contributed significant junction 
leakage. 

3.2.3 Conclusions 

Shallow p+ jn junctions have been fabricated using preamorphiza
tion and low temperature annealing. The conditions for ideal shal
low junction fabrication are that the implanted B profile should be 
completely contained within the amorphous region and that the final 
junction should completely contain the defects formed at the previ
ous amorphous-crystalline interface. Therefore, the final junction depth 
must be deeper than the amorphous region. This, tagether with the 
need for sharper defect bands, makes it preferabie to use heavier amor
phizing ion species. The limitsof the technique were observed when the 
as-implanted B profile came too close to the ajc interface, resulting in 
excessive enhanced diffusion in the t ail region leading to deeper junc
tions. The difficult nature of the process suggests it will be difficult to 
use as a practical fabrication methad for shallow p+ junctions. 
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3.3 Baron Ditfusion 1n Preamorphized Silicon 

3.3.1 Introduetion 

As has been emphasised before, the lateral and vertical sealing of 
silicon devices for very large scale integration requires the fabrication of 
very shallow junctions. The greatest challenge arises in the fabrication 
of shallow p-type junctions in n-type silicon since these p+ -n junctions 
require the use of boron which complicates junction formation. It is 
known that anomalous enhanced diffusion of boron occurs during im
plant damage repair which deepens the junction considerably [4], [5], 
[6], [7]. 

Nevertheless, several studies have reported the absence of anoma
lous enhanced diffusion in a preamorphized region [7], [26]. Guimaraes 
et al. [27] compared two different implanted boron doses. For a boron 
dose of 5 x 1015 /cm2 implanted into a 200nm thick amorphous layer, en
hanced diffusion was clearly seen. For the lower dose of 1 x 1015 j cm2 , no 
firm evidence for the existence of enhanced diffusion could be drawn. In 
the study by Kim et al. [28], boron was implanted into a 350nm thick 
amorphous layer. Enhanced boron diffusion was observed at 1150°C 
while annealing at 1000°C resulted in reduced diffusion. Xi-Mao Bao 
et al. [29] used a lower dose ofboron, namely 1 x 1014 j cm2. It was 
concluded that silicon interstitials coming from the damaged tail are the 
main driving force behind anomalous boron diffusion in the preamor
phized layer. It is known from other studies [30] that the implantation 
of fluorine into boron implanted p+ -n junction areas leads to suppres
sion of boron thermal redistribution. From studies on oxidation induced 
stacking faults in silicon [31], it is known that fault growth is repressed 
by fluorine due to a decrease in interstitial concentration. 

In this study, the influence of rapid thermal anneal (RTA) temper
ature and boron dose, implanted in the form of boron difluoride (BF2 ) , 

on the diffusion of boron in preamorphized silicon is reported. Experi
mental results, to be presented here, have shown that boron diffusion in 
amorphous regions is retarded if the boron is implanted in the form of 
BF2 . This is in contrasttoother studies where boron itself is implanted . 
Discussion of this effect is centred on the effect of fluorine on the boron 
diffusion . 
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3.3.2 Sample Preparation 

Silicon substrates used in this experiment were < 100 > n-type 
silicon wafers with resistivity of 10 - 15 f:?.cm. A thermal oxide of 
12nm was grown on all wafers. Some wafers were implanted with sili
con with a dose of 2 x 1015 lcm2 and energy of 90keV. The amorphous 
layer thickness was about 186nm as obtained by channeled Rutherford 
Backscattering spedroscopy. The wafers were then implanted with BF2 

at 30keV at a dose of either 2 x 1014 lcm2 or 7 x 1014 lcm2 . RTA was 
carried out at 1000°C, ll00° or ll50°C for 10 seconds in nitrogen in an 
AG Associates 210T HEATPULSE, tungsten halogen lamp annealer. 
The boron profiles were measured using secondary ion mass spectram
etry (SIMS) while defect structures after annealing were stuclied using 
cross sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM). 

3.3.3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 3.11a shows the boron profiles of the low dose implant 
(2 x 1014 I cm2 ) into preamorphized silicon. The position of the amor
phous I crystalline ( o. I c) interface is also given showing that the boron 
implant is completely contained within the amorphous layer. The ap
parent concentration increase at the surface is an artefact of SIMS and 
is d ue to the increased secondary ion yield d ue to the presence of ther
mal oxide. This is present in all subsequent SIMS profiles. The startling 
result shown in Fig. 3.lla indicates there is practically no thermal dif
fusion of boron for this implantation dose in preamorphized silicon. 
Figure 3.11b shows the same implant and anneals but carried out in 
crystalline silicon. In this case, the as-implanted boron profile shows 
channeling as expected. Subsequent annealing leadstoa discernible sat
uration effect in the tail diffusion , indicative of transient enhanced diffu
sion, along with boron diffusion at higher concent rations. Figure 3.12a 
shows the effects of RTA 's on the higher dose BF2 implant (7 x 1014 

I cm2 ) in preamorphized silicon. In this case, thermal diffusion occurs 
regularly at all concentrations. Figure 3.12b shows the equivalent pro
files in crystalline silicon. In this case, the saturation effect in the tail 
diffusion is clear, indicating enhanced diffusion. 

XTEM micrographs of the preamorphized samples after 1000°C 
and 1150°C are shown in Fig. 3.13a and Fig. 3.13b respectively. Both 
had also been implanted with BF2 at the lower dose prior to annealing. 
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The concentration of defects near the previous ajc interface certainly 
decreases as a result of annealing at the higher temperature. This is 
consistent with results obtained in [28] where it was postulated that 
silicon interstitials are emitted from this region when annealing is done 
at 1150°C. However, in this case, this has apparently no effect on the 
boron ditfusion as seen in Fig. 3.lla. The apparent roughness and con
trast variations seen in Fig. 3.13b are purely measurement artefacts due 
to the sample being wedge shaped which leads to diffraction thickness 
fringes and sample surface roughness effects. 

Figure 3.14a shows the fl.uorine profiles in the case of the higher 
dose BF2 implant in the preamorphized case. The fl.uorine peak at a 
depthof about 190nm for an RTA of 1000°C coincides with the damage 
at the previous ajc interface. As the RTA temperature is increased, 
the amount of fluorine at this depth decreases. The fl.uorine concen
tration at the implant peak also decreases with increasing temperature. 
The apparent i11crease in fl.uorine concentration near the surface after 
annealing is not an artefact of the SIMS measurement because it is not 
present in the as-implanted profile. These results are consistent with 
other publications [32] where it was reported that most fl.uorine atoms 
diffuse out of the silicon substrate with the rest remaining at residual 
defect sites. It is proposed that the fl.uorine, which has been shown to 
collect at the previous ajc interface during the 1000°C anneal, is emit
ted during higher temperature anneals and diffuses towards the surface. 
In this way, it passes through the tail region of the boron profile. This 
contrasts with the crystalline case, shown in Fig. 3.14b. In this case, 
all RTA anneals lead to the ftuorine either diffusing out of the silicon 
substrate or collecting at the previous ajc interface created by the BF2 

implant itself. 
As can be seep, the fiuorine concentration in the tail of the boron 

profile reduces to negligible amounts evén after the lowest tempera
ture anneal of 1000°C. This contrasts with Fig. 3.14a which shows that 
the fl.uorine concentration in the tail of the boron profile decreases more 
gradually as the temperature increases due to fl.uorine emission from the 
"reservoir" at the previous ajc interface. Figure 3.15 shows the SIMS 
fl.uorine profiles in the case of the low dose implantation into preamor
phized silicon. In this case, the as-implanted, 1000°C and 1100°C sam
ples are shown. The same behaviour is seen as in Fig. 3.14a for the 
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higher dose sample. The same fluorine reservoir forms at the defects at 
the previous amorphous/crystalline interface after the lowest tempera
ture anneal. Higher temperatures result in fluorine emission from this 
regwn. 

3.3.4 Conclusions and Summary 

The complete absence, shown here, of enhanced ditfusion of boron 
in preamorphized silicon at temperatures up to 1150°C is proposed to 
be due to the effect of fluorine on the boron ditfusion characteristics. 
The presence of a fluorine "reservoir" at the a. jc interface which emits 
fluorine towards the silicon surface clearly inhibits the boron ditfusion 
as long as the boron profile is contained within the amorphous region. 
As has been seen elsewhere [31], the presence of fluorine in silicon 
results in a decrease in the interstitial concentration. It is envisaged 
that the emission of fluorine from the reservoir situated at the previous 
amorphousjcrystalline interface results in a decrease in the interstitial 
concentration in the boron profile tail. This, in turn, will lead to a 
reduced ditfusion of boron as has been shown here. 

In summary, it has been demonstrated that the ditfusion of boron 
in preamorphized silicon is substantially reduced with the complete ab
sence of anomolous enhanced diffusion if the boron is implanted in the 
form of boron difluoride. It was proposed that this is due to the effect 
of fluorine on the interstitial concentration. 

3.4 General Conclusions 

The ability to fabricate shallow junctions in silicon is of crucial 
importance for the continued miniaturisation of devices. The PMOS 
device, in particular, presents difficulties due to the necessity to use 
boron as the dopant for souree and drain. The ability to make ideal 
shallow p+ junctions using preamorphization and a low temperature 
thernial cycle was shown indicating that the inevitable crystal defects 
arising from the technique do nothave to be completely removed. With 
the unavoidable reduction in thermal cycles, the presence of these de
fects would have to be taken into account in future manufacturing if this 
technique were to be employed. It was stated, however, that due to its 
difficult nature, preamorphization will probably be a difficult technique 
to apply in a production environment. In the case of junctions shallower 
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Figure 3.11. SIMS baron profiles in (a) preamorphized and (b) crystalline 
samples implanted with 30 keV BF2+ at a close of 2 x 1014 cm-2 after RTA . 

than O.lf.Lm, special techniques will have to be used. These include 
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Figure 3.12. SIMS baron profiles in (a) preamorphized and (b) crystalline 
samples implanted with 30 keV BF;J at a dose of 7 x 1014 cm- 2 after RTA. 
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Figure 3.13. XTEM micrographs of preamorphized samples (Si+, 
2 x 1015 cm-2 , 90 keV) implanted with BF2+, 30 keV, 2 x 1014 cm- 2 af

ter (a) 1000 °C, 10 s and (b) 1150 oe, 10 s . The positions of the silicon 
surface and the previous amorphous/crystalline (a jc) interface are shown. 
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Figure 3.14. SIMS fiuorine profiles in (a) preamorphized and (b) crystalline 
samples implanted with 30 keV BF2+ at a dose of 7 x 1014 cm-2 after RTA . 
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Figure 3.15. SIMS fluorine profiles in preamorphized sample implanted with 
30 keV BF2+ at a close of 2 x 1014 cm- 2 after RTA. 

diffusion from solid sourees such as amorphous and polycrystalline 
silicon [33]leading to elevated souree and drain MOSFETs [34]; rapid 
thermal diffusion from a spin-on souree [35]; diffusion from silicides 
[36]; low energy ion implantation and rapid thermal annealing [37] . 
As always, manufacturability will eventually define which technique is 
ultimately used for mass production. 

Results were presented of boron diffusion in the preserree of fluo
rine in the amorphous region formed by heavy ion implantation. The 
fluorine was implanted along with the boron in the form of boron di
fluoride. It was seen that the fluorine congregates at the defect band 
formed at the previous amorphous - crystalline interface. It was pro
posed that this acts as a reservoir of fluorine which is released at high 
temperatures. This proposal would explain the startling result of almast 
complete absence of boron diffusion at temperatures up to 1150°C and 
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at low boron ftuences. 
The study of shallow boron junction fabrication presents a chal

lenging area which will define whether further miniaturisation is possible 
in silicon technology. 
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Chapter 4 

Gate Work Function Engineering 

"Life is only a very dull and ill-directed theatre unless we have some 
interests in the piece; and to those who have neither art nor science, 

the world is a mere arrangement of colours, or a rough footway where 
they may very well break their shins. " 

R.L. Stevenson 

4.1 Introduetion 

As MOS transistor gate lengths approach 0.5f.Lm, the work func
tion of the gate electrode becomes increasingly important. In the stan
dard procedure for complementary MOS (CMOS), the gate electrode is 
formed from polysilicon degenerately doped with phosphorus. To ob
tain the required threshold voltages for the PMOS and NMOS devices, 
a p-type implant is required in the channel regions of both types of 
devices. This results in a "surface channel" NMOS device where the 
threshold voltage implant is of the same type as the substrate, and a 
"buried channel" PMOS device where the implant is of the opposite 
type to the substrate. In this latter case, a channel p-n junct ion is 
formed. As has been shown elsewhere [1], this type of device is more 
susceptible to short-channel effects such as threshold voltage roll-off and 
drain-induced barrier lowering [2]. As devices shrink even more, the 
supply voltage must be lowered for reliability and operational considera
tions [3]. Th is means that the threshold voltages of the transistors must 
be reduced in the same manner to conserve current drive capabilities. 
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The consequence for the PMOS device is that heavier compensating im
plants will be required in the channel region leading to deeper channel 
p-n junctions and more short-channel problems. Various methods have 
been attempted to avoid these effects. These include retrograde N-well 
formation [4], threshold voltage increase [5], and the formation of very 
shallow p+-n junctions [6]. 

An alternative approach is to change the work function of the gate 
material itself. To appreciate the effect this has on the threshold voltage 
of a PM OS device, the following calculation is shown [7]. 

Assuming a uniformly doped substrate, the PMOS threshold volt
age IS g1ven as 

( 4.1) 

where <P M 5 is the work function difference between the gate elec
trode and the substrate, Q0 is the oxide charge per unit surface area, 
Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit surface area, <P8 is the sur
face potential of the substrate, and Q 8 is the depletion charge per unit 
surface area when the surface has reached inversion. 

Looking at the two possible cases: 

• N-type polysilicon 

In this .case, <PMs= -0.28 V, <P8 = -0.75 V. The contribution from 
the fixed oxide charge can be neglected since a value of less than 
lOm V is contributed by the Q0 /Cox term when Q0 is taken as 1010e 
C /cm 2 ( e = electronic charge), a val ue typ i cal in modern process 
technology, and the gate oxide thickness is 15 nm. Therefore, 

Vr = -1 V- Qs/Cox 

Therefore, to obtain a Vr of about -0.6 V, Q 8 must be made 
negative. In other words, the surface must be p-type which is 
opposite to the dopant in the substrate. 

• P-type polysilicon 
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In this case, !J>Ms = 0.84 V, 1!>8 = -0.75 V . Again, the contribution 
from fixed oxide charge can be neglected. Therefore, 

Vr = 0.1 V- Qs/Cox 

Thus, a positive Q B would be necessary to obtain a Vr of about 
-0.6 V. That is, an n-type implant must be carried out in the chan
nel region which is then of the same dopant type as the substrate. 

From the above, it can beseen that a PMOS devicewithap-type 
polysilicon gate electrode is the mirror image, as it were, of the NMOS 
device with an n-type gate. That is, the two devices are completely 
symmetrical. Besides avoiding the channel p-n junction in the PMOS 
device, the use of p-type polysilicon as the gate electrode requires us
ing an n-type channel implant such as arsenic which has a low thermal 
diffusivity in silicon compared to boron. Therefore, as far as the chan
nel profile is concerned, the surface channel device can withstand higher 
processing temperatures compared to the buried channel device. Unfor
tunately, this is not the whole story since previous studies have shown 
increasing boron penetrabon from the gate to the channel region with 
increasing anneal temperatures [8] and annealing with hydrogen present 
[9]. To fabricate a p-type gate, boron is used and can be introduced in 
two ways; it can be implanted as ionic boron, B+ or as boron difluoride, 
BF:f. Further studies have shown that fluorine plays a crucial role in 
boron penetration from the gate into the PMOS channel region [10], 
[11]. 

The work reported here looks at the successful and reliable use 
of B+ doped polysilicon for the gates of submicron PMOS devices [12]. 
The maximum thermal budget for negligible boron penetrabon from the 
gate electrode was investigated along with a positive bias temperature 
stress instability in which gate oxide interface states increase in number 
when a positive bias is applied to the gate with respect to the substrate. 
Both n-type and p-type polysilicon gated devices were fabricated to 
enable a direct comparison to be made between the two concermng 
current-voltage charaderistics and lifetime predictions. 
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4.2 Experimental 

Two FZ < 100 > n-type 10-15 D.cm batches of wafers were pro
cessed for this study. The first involved the fabrication of large capacitor 
structures to study boron penetration of the gate oxide and gate oxide 
stability. In this, polysilicon gate electrodes were formed by deposition 
and etching upon a 12.5 nm gate oxide. Doping of the polysilicon was 
clone by implantation as follows: (I) some wafers were implanted with 
phosphorus (5 x 1015cm-2 ) and annealed at 900°C in dry nitrogen; (II) 
others were similarly implanted with 16keV boron (5 x 1015cm-2 ) and 
annealed; (III) some of the wafers from (II) were further implanted with 
phosphorus (1016cm-2 ) and annealed. Therefore, there were three types 
of gate electrodes: 

I n-type with only phosphorus present, 

II p-type with only boron present and, finally, 

III n-type with both phosphorus and boron. 

In (III), the boron is distributed in the polysilicon and gate oxide 
in the same way as in (II) where there is only boron present. The only 
difference is that in (III) , the polysilicon is overdoped with phosphorus 
to make the gate n-type. For some wafers, where the polysilicon had 
been doped only with phosphorus or boron, different anneals were car
ried out after polysilicon doping to test boron penetration. These were 
850°C, 900°C, 925°C, 950°C all in dry nitrogen. 

The second batch involved the fabrication of PMOS devices with 
minimum polysilicon gatelengtbs of 0.7,um and minimum effective chan
nel lengths of 0.4,um. The surface channel device had surface and well 
concentrations of 2 x 1017cm-3 and 5 x 1016cm-3 respectively, while the 
buried channel device had an arsenic anti-punchthrough concentration 
of 2 x 1017 cm - 3 . A 12.5 nm gate oxide was grown foliowed by a threshold 
voltage adjust implant. This took the form of a boron difuoride implant 
for the buried channel devices and an arsenic implant for the surface 
devices. Polysilicon was then deposited and doped in the case of the 
n-type polysilicon wafers with a phosphorus implant (1016cm-2 ). After 
patterning and etching, the souree/drain implant (boron 5 x 1015cm-2 

16keV) was carried out doping the polysilicon in the case of the p-type 
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polysilicon wafers. Annealing, dielectric deposition and metalisation 
were foliowed by a forming gas anneal at 450°C. 

The transistors were stressed at maximum gate current ( -1.5V 
souree/gate voltage) with various souree/drain voltages. with the maxi
mum linear transconductance, 9m, being monitored since this parameter 
changed most rapidly. The device was defined to be out of specifica
tion if 9m had changed (increased) by ten percent . Extrapolation of the 
lifetime versus inverse source/ drain voltage to 30 years then gives the 
maximum Vds for 30 years operation within specification. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 4.1 shows the difference in flatband voltage for the capacitor 
samples (I) and (II), measured using the high frequency capacitance -
voltage method, as a function of thermal budget after implantation 
doping of the polysilicon. 900°C 60 minutesin dry nitrogen seems to be 
the maximum budget to limit boron ditfusion through the 12.5nm gate 
oxide. 

The effect of a positive bias temperature stress ( +5V, 250°C, Smin) 
can be seen in Fig. 4.2 in which quasi-static C-V curves are shown from 
capacitors with n- and p-type gates. Only the type (II) capacitors with 
p-type gates were affected and only with a positive voltage applied to 
the gate electrode. This was true even when boron was present in the 
gate oxide and the polysilicon as in (III). Therefore, this instability 
seems to be independent of whether boron is present in the polysilicon 
or gate oxide. Rather, it appears that the polysilicon work function is 
the important parameter determining the gate oxide stability. 

The reasons for this can be speculated u pon. In [13], it was stated 
that the only mechanism possible to explain the positive bias instability 
is hole injection from the p+ gate during the stress. These subsequently 
travel to the Si/ Si02 interface and generate interface states. How this 
is clone was not given. As was dîscussed in [14], it is questionable 
whether there is any hole transport in the gate oxide. It was speculated 
that pboton production is an important mechanism. This would occur in 
the following manner. Electrans are injected from the cathode, which is 
the substrate in the case under discussion, and travel in the conduction 
band of the gate oxide. On reaching the gate electrode, they drop from 
the oxide conduction band to empty states near the gate electrade's 
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Figure 4.1. Flatband voltage as a function of thermal budget applied 

after polysilicon doping. The flatband voltage was measured from the high 
frequency capacitance-voltage curve. 

Fermi level. The potential energy of the electron in the oxide conduction 
band is then converted to some other form. This could be the breaking 
of bonds at the gate/oxide interface and/or the production of a photon. 
The photon, which is hardly absorbed by the gate oxide, can reach the 
other interface and cause bond breaking and interface state generation. 
lt thus becomes clear why the situation is so much worse in the case of 
a p+ gate. Electrans falling from the conduction band of the oxide into 
the p+ gate will have to lose 1.1 e V more energy than those falling into 
the n+ gate. 

Figure 4.3 shows the increase of interface states for a p-poly capac
itor as a function of inverse absolute stress temperature. The activabon 
energy of 0.9e V agrees quite well with [13]. 

Figure 4.4 shows the linear and saturation currents in the transis
tors with either n- or p-type polysilicon gates. The 15% lower current 
drive capability of the p-poly pMOS can beseen and is due to the lower 
hole mobility caused by the higher effective field in the inversion layer 
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Figure 4.2. Quasistatic capacitance-voltage curves for the three types of 
capacitor structures befare and after a positive bias temperature stress. The 
three types of capacitor are (I) n-type with only phosphorus present, (II) 
p-type with only boron present and, finally, (III) n-type with both phosphorus 

and boron. 

[15]. The transistors were stressed as described above. 
Figure 4.5 shows the transistor lifetime (time required for a 10% 

shift in the linear transcond u etanee). Extrapolation to 30 years oper
ation gives the maximum souree/drain voltage for 30 years operation 
within specification. 

Figure 4.6 shows this voltage plotted as a function of effective chan
nellength for both types of pMOS transistor. As is evident, the surface 
channel transistors can withstand at least 0.5 volt more than the buried 
channel devices. Similar results have been reported elsewhere [16], [17] . 

Such a result can be explained by looking at the maximum gate 
current as a function of souree-drain voltage, Vds, for the two types of 
devices as shown in Fig. 4.5. 

The larger gate current in the buried channel case is not only due 
to the larger souree-drain current but is a result of the required large 
antipunchthrough implant which, by increasing the fields, increases the 
gat'e and substrate currents [18]. This effect becomes even worse as 
buried channel devices are further reduced in size due to the heavier 
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Figure 4.3. Interface state increase as a function of inverse absolute tem

perature at which the stress took place. 

implants required. In addition , the larger work function of the p-poly 
gate electrode increases the normal field in the oxide compared to the 
n-poly case pulling more electrans towards the gate electrode. 

4.4 Conclusions 

As buried channel PMOS devices are miniaturized, they become 
more susceptible to short channel and hot carrier degradation effects. 
Despite performance reduction and interface state density increase with 
positive bias, it has been shown that the use of p-type polysilicon can 
be used to fabricate submicron PMOS devices which are more resistant 
to hot carrier degradation. It is anticipated that such surface channel 
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Figure 4.4. Linear and saturation current-voltage curves for the transistors 
with either n- or p-type polysilicon gates. 

PMOS devices will become indispensable as device gate lengths are 
reduced in size to below 0.5J..Lm. Future work should concentrate on the 
use of boron difl.uoride (BF2+) implantation to simultaneously dope the 
PMOS gate polysilicon and form the souree and drain. As was seen 
in chapter 3, BF2+ implantation foliowed by low temperature annealing 
resulted in ideal junctions. As has been stated, more recent publications 
have shown that the use of BF2+ to dope the gate polysilicon is a more 
critical process than when using boron alone [11], [19]. This has been 
attributed to the presence of fl.uorine which enhances boron ditfusion 
through the gate oxide. More recent work has looked at the use of 
BCl implantation since chlorine does not seem to enhance the boron 
ditfusion through the gate oxide [20] . The most promising approach 
seems to be the use of nitrided thin oxides as gate dielectric [21] since 
the nitridation seems to block boron penetration towards the transistor 
channel region. 
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Chapter 5 

Silicon/Silicon Dioxide Barrier Height 
Adjustment 

"Happily we all shoot at the moon with ineffectual arrows; our hopes 
are set on inaccessible El Dorado; we come to an end of nothing here 

below." 
R.L. Stevenson 

5.1 Introduetion 

In the constant pursuit of sealing devices to ever-decreasing dimen
sions and greater densities, another less obvious trend is taking place. 
This is the integration of other types of silicon devices onto the same 
slice of silicon as the normal N- and PMOS transistors. One important 
class of such devices is the nonvolatile memories. These are memory 
cells that can hold their memory state even after the supply voltage 
has been removed. Such devices are of great importance in a growing 
number of applications. For instance, in certain logic circuits known as 
microcontrollers, it is necessary for users to be able to program their 
own software into the chip for debugging purposes. The memory hold
ing this program software has, up until now, been based on Electrically 
Programmabie Read Only Memory (EPROM) which can be erased us
ing ultra-violet light. A newer development is to use Flash Electrically 
Erasable and Programmabie Read Only Memory (Flash EEPROM) [1] 
which adds fiexibility over the EPROM technology in that the whole 
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memory can quickly be erased with an electrical pulse. Other applica
tions require that certain memory locations be constantly updated and 
nonvolatile. This requires the use of EEPROM which is a relatively 
large cell differing from the Flash version in that each byte of memory 
can be programmed and erased [2]. 

Operating EEPROM and Flash depend, in the majority of cases, 
on Fowler-Nordheim tunneling of electrons in thin oxides [3]. Due to 
the fact that this requires high voltages (greater than 13 V), integrated 
circuits containing scaled PMOS and NMOS t ransistors along with em
bedded EEPROM and Flash require special processes involving high 
voltage transistors with thicker gate dielectrics, deeper junctions and 
thicker isolation field oxides. Embedding even one bit of such nonvolatile 
memory would mean that the whole CMOS process must be changed 
to accommodate the required voltages for its programming and erasing. 
This is of course expensive so the thrust in embedding such devices into 
scaled integrated circuits is to lower these programming voltages. In 
the case of EPROMs, programming is achieved by hot electron injec
tion at the drain side of the device [4]. A whole field of research has 
been opened to reduce the voltages necessary toprogram EPROMs with 
hot electrons. In [5], for example, the drain junction is very shallow 
and surrounded by an increased concentration of boron to increase the 
lateral fields in the device 's channel region. 

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic diagram of a Flash EPROM where 
programming is achieved by hot electron injection from the channel 
region and erasing by Fowler-Nordheim tunneling from the fioating gate 
electrode [6]. 

In the case of EEPROMs and Flash where Fowler-Nordheim tun
neling of electronsis concerned, reduction of program and erase voltages 
can be achieved by reducing the thickness of the tunnel dielectric. How
ever, if this dielectric is too thin, the electrons on the fioating gate may 
escape through direct tunneling to the substrate giving retention prob~· 
lems. In addition, the growth of very thin dielectrics uniformly and 
reproducibly is very difficult. 

This chapter describes a new method to reduce voltages for Fowler
Nordheim electron tunneling that could be used to embed Flash and 
EEPROM devices into integrated circuits containing scaled NMOS and 
P~OS transistors [7]. lt is based on t.he fact that ion implantation 
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Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of a Flash EPROM where programming 

is achieved by hot electron injection from the channel region and erasing by 

Fowler-Nordheim tunneling from the floating gate electrode. 

into polycrystalline silicon covering an oxide layer increases the elec
tron tunneling through the oxide layer. This can be seen in Fig. 5.2 
which shows the tunnel current in MOS capacitors with 15 nm of gate 
oxide dielectric. The control capacitor is the normal MOS capacitor 
with polycrystalline silicon gate electrode. The other two capacitors 
have undergone either arsenic or germanium implantation into the gate 
polycrystalline silicon gate. The fluence and energy of these implants 
were the same in both cases. An interesting point to note is that the 
shifts in tunneling tosmaller voltages are almost identical for the arsenic 
and germanium cases. 

Since both ions have very similar atomie masses, this suggests that 
the effect is due to the physical damage of the implantation itself rather 
than any chemica] effect of either the arsenic or germanium. The im
plantation of silicon into gate oxides has been used elsewhere [8] but is 
based on a different idea, namely that the implanted silicon forms traps 
in the gate oxide which can be used to store electrans and thus act as a 
nonvolatile memory element. 

The chapter begins with a summary of Fowler-Nordheim tunneling 
along with a literature survey of previous attempts to decrease such 
voltages. Next, the new experiments, carried out on simple capacitors, 
micron-size transistors and Flash EEPROMs, are described foliowed by 
results and discussion. After that, a summary is given including the 
importance of such effects in the drive to "systems on silicon" . 
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Figure 5.2. Enhanced tunneling in MOS capacitors due to ion implantation 
in the polycrystalline silicon gate electrode covering 15 nm of thermal oxide. 
The ftuence and energy were 1015 /cm2 and 80 keV respectively for bath the 

arsenic and germanium. The implanted polycrystalline silicon was 100 nm 
thick. 

5.2 Fowler-N ordheim Tunneling 

Figure 5.3 gives an energy-band diagram of the tunneling process 
in which an electron tunnels from the conduction band of the silicon to 
the conduction band of the oxide and subsequently fiows towards the 
metal anode. 

The equation descrihing this process can be expressed as 

J = AE~xexp(-B / Eox) (5.1) 

where J is the electron t unnel current density, E ox is the field in 
the oxide, and A and B are constants. In particular, A = 3 x 106 /<I> 
(A/cm2 ) and B = 48.3<!>3/ 2 (MV / cm) wli.ere iP is the barrier energy in 
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Figure 5.3. Energy-band diagram of the tunneling process in which an 
electron tunnels from the conduction band of the silicon to the conduction 

band of the oxide and subsequently fiows towards the metal anode. 

eV. If the oxide is too thin, the electrans can tunnel directly from the 
cathode to the anode without appearing in the oxide conduction band. 
In the cases stuclied here, the oxide is always thick enough to present a 
triangular barrier to the electron without direct tunneling (see Fig. 5.3). 

The ability to enhance electron tunneling through silicon dioxide 
has been reported in various studies. In [9], tunneling through chem
ically vapour-deposited oxides was increased by making the oxide's in
terfaces silicon-rich. By modifying these interfaces, the desired current
voltage characteristics could be obtained. 

In [10], the effect of arsenic implantation through gate oxide and 
the growth of gate oxide on implanted substrates were reported. Above 
a certain arsenic implantation close, the Fowler-Nordheim constants, A 
and B, reduced. The effect of an arsenic implantation into a patterned 
polycrystalline silicon gate electrode with gate edges on thin oxide was 
shown to result in a kinked Fowler-Nordheim plot. These effects were 
thought to occur due to the presence of trapping eentres in the oxide 
due to the implantation or the oxidation of implanted silicon. 

The fact that oxides grown on heavily doped silicon substrates have 
smaller tunnel barrier heights than those grown on lightly doped sub
strates was used in the fabrication of EEPROMs [11] with low voltage 
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Figure 5.4. Schematic diagramsof devices used to study enhanced tunneling. 

(a) Capacitor with area of 6 x 10-3cm2 and oxide thickness of 10 nm. (b) 
MOS transistor with 10 nm gate oxide and gate length and width of 1,um 

and l.5J.Lm respectively. (c) Flash EEPROM with gate oxide of 10 nm, gate 
length and width of 1,um and 1.5,um respectively, and interpolycrystalline 

dielectric of 50 nm silicon oxynitride. 
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program and erase. 
In all above cases, no commercial devices have ever reached the 

marketplace possibly because of manufacturing difficulties. This chapter 
describes the use of an effect in which ion implantation into polycrys
talline silicon covering an oxide layer increases the electron tunneling 
through the oxide layer [12]. The impl'antation leads to atomie mixing 
in the implanted target due to interactions with both the primary ions 
and the secondary recoils [13] . As a result, the oxide interfaces are no 
longer sharp. The ion beam mixing also leads to changes in the bulk of 
the oxide which can have important consequences for charge transport. 

This chapter presents a study of enhanced tunneling using ion 
beam mixing carried out using germanium (Ge+) implantation in metal
oxide-silicon (MOS) structures. Ge+ is useful because it is a relatively 
heavy ion allowing implant damage to be caused at low implant doses. 
In addition, relatively steep implant and well defined damage profiles 
can be obtained compared to lighter ions such as silicon. Furthermore, it 
does not dope the underlying silicon substrate, unlike arsenic, and thus 
does not affect MOS electrical parameters such as threshold voltage. 

Experimental results, to be presented here, suggest that the im
plantation not only leads to oxide interface barrier reduction but also 
bulk oxide damage which eases electron transport. This was done by 
fabricating a Flash EEPROM which is ideal to study low current effects 
in thin oxides. Despite this electron transport , it will be shown that 
Flash EEPROMs, programmabie and erasable at low voltages due to 
this technique, have suftkient charge retention for possible use as non
volatile memory. This implies that, besides thinner tunnel dielectrics, 
this provides an alternative path to make low voltage Flash EEPROMs. 
Such devices, with their thicker tunnel oxides, experience less electric 
field stresses and have less parasitic fioating gate-to-substrate capaci
tances. The latter advantage means that capacitive coupling between 
the control gate and fioating gate is enhanced with the result t hat a 
larger fraction of the program voltage is available for writing and eras
ing the device. 

5.3 Experiment 

Silicon substrates used in this study were < 100 > p-type wafers 
with an epitaxial top layer of 5 JLm thickness and 10 Dcm resistivity. 
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After 10 nm thermal oxide growth for the tunnel dielectric of the capac
itors, transistors and Flash EEPROM, 100 nm of polycrystalline silicon 
was deposited and doped with arsenic or phosphorus implantation. The 
ion beam mixing implantation was carried out using germanium (Ge+) 
at a close of 1015cm-2 and energy of 80 keV which ensures that the gate 
oxide is situated in the tail of the implantation. This was implanted over 
the whole wafer. The polycrystalline silicon was then patterned using 
photolithography and plasma etching. Standard processing techniques 
were followed to complete the fabrication. Included in this are standard 
annealing steps at about 900°C. The effect of different anneal steps was 
not studied. Also, the sensitivity of tunnel enhancement to implant 
close and energy and to variations in polysilicon thickness was not stucl
ied but would certainly be important to study manufacturability of this 
process. 

Figure 5.4 shows schematic diagrams of the three types of fabri
cated devices. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

Figure 5.5 shows Fowler-Nordheim plots for electron tunneling in 
the capacitors indicating the barrier reduction caused by the Ge+ im
plantation. The barrier height to electron tunneling is measured from 
the slope of the line in the Fowler-Nordheim plot (see for instanee [10]). 

From a large population (> 100) of such capacitors, the charge-ta
breakdown, Qbd, was measured by forcing a constant current of density 
10- 2 Ajcm2 through the gate oxide. It was seen that the implanted 
devices had a Qbd between 1 and 10 C / cm2 which compares favorably 
with the unimplanted devices. This is an important parameter since 
electrans traverse the tunnel oxide during programming in EEPROM 
and Flash devices. A simple calculation can be made to explain this 
point. Consicier an EEPROM where the tunnel oxide region has an 
area of 1 J.Lm 2 . The floating gate capaci tance is in the order of 1 fF. 
Therefore, for a threshold voltage swing of 5 volts, the amount of charge 
traversing the tunnel oxide is 5 fC. For a device that has to switch 105 

times, the total amount of charge per unit area crossing the tunnel oxide 
is then 0.1 C/cm2 . 

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show that an increased field is necessary to 
force a constant current through the implanted capacitors (in this case 
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Figure 5.5. Fowler-Nordheim plots of electron tunneling in implanted and 
unimplanted capacitors. (a) 1\mneling from gate to substrate. (b) Tunneling 
from substrate to gate. Gate area is 6 x w-3 cm2 and Ge+ implantation is 
I015cm-2 at 80 keV. Also shown are tunneling barrier heights, fPB. The 
control device has no Ge+ implantation. 
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with 17.5 nm gate oxide thickness). The increased electron trap
ping, causing this effect, may be due to the oxide being silicon-rich [16] . 
The significanee of this is that trapping must not be allowed to become 
too large. Otherwise, it becomes increasingly more difficult to tunnel 
electrans through the thin oxide to and from the fioating gate of the 
EEPROM or Flash. As will be seen later, this does not seem to pose 
any problem. 

r2 
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J = -15.6 IJA!cm2 

0 ~ .. ......_ ·--· -·-·-· . --- ---·------~~~ Control 
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Figure 5.6. Change in oxide field for a constant current stress with negative 

capacitor gate. 
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Figure 5. 7. Change in oxide field for a constant current stress with positive 
capacitor gate. 

Figure 5.8 shows souree-drain and gate currents in the MOS tran
sistors. The increase in gate current from substrate to gate and from 
gate to substrate due to the Ge+ implantation is clearly seen. This is 
entirely due to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling of electrans and not to hot 
electron injection since the drain voltage is too low for such a process to 
take place. The slight increase in threshold voltage of the germanium 
implanted device is well within the variations in the control threshold 
voltage measured in a large population of devices. 
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Figure 5.8. MOS transistor characteristiçs for a device with gate length 
and width of lJ.lm and l.5J.lm respectively. (a) Souree-drain and gate cur
rents plotted as a function of gate voltage. (b) Gate cmTent due to electron 
tunneling from the gate electrode. 
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Figure 5.9. Flash EEPROM program characteristics. L1 Vr is the difference 
in threshold voltage between written and erased states. Ge+ implantation 
doseis 1015cm-2 . 

Figure 5.9 shows programming characteristics of the Flash EEP
ROM. To tunnel electrans to the floating gate, the source, drain and 
substrate are held at ground while the control gate of the device is 

pulsed to the program voltage for 10 ms. Through capacitive cou
pling about 60% of the control gate voltage is dropped across the 10 
nm injector oxide leading to t unneling. This can be appreciated if the 
control gate - floating gate - drain is considered as a series conneetion 
of two capacitors with the floating gate as common electrode. The sys
tem operates simply as a voltage divider with 60% of the control gate 
voltage dropped across the tunnel oxide. 

Similarly, to tunnel electrans from the floating gate to the drain, 
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the control gate is grounded while the drain is pulsed with the program 
voltage. The souree and substrate are left floating. The amount of 
charge on the floating gate affects the voltage required on the control 
gate to form an inversion layer in the silicon substrate. This control gate 
voltage is known as the threshold voltage. The more electrans there are 
on the floating gate, the larger the control gate voltage needs to be 
to invert the silicon surface. After forcing electrans from the floating 
gate, the floating gate can be left with a net positive charge resulting 
in a lower control gate voltage for silicon inversion. The difference in 
threshold voltage between these two states for the Flash EEPROM cell 
is plotted as a function of the program voltage in Fig. 5.9. The tunnel 
current enhancement d ue to ion beam mixing leads to the much larger 
threshold voltage differences shown. 

Figure 5.10 shows retention charaderistics at 85°C for the Flash 
EEPROM cells with Ge+ implantation. Besides being a common chip 
environment temperature, 85°C is the normal temperature at which 
retention is tested in metal-nitride-oxide-silicon nonvolatile memories 
which show similar charaderistics [14] . The device was pulsed either to 
a positive or negative threshold voltage with the subsequent threshold 
voltage being monitored with time. The control device without Ge+ 
implantation is not shown sirree no change was seen in the threshold 
voltages within the measured time shown. The logarithmic discharge 
process is similar to that measured in metal-nitride-oxide-silicon non
volatile memories [15]. In the latter, the process is based on direct 
tunneling of electrans from traps in the nitride layer to the silicon. In 
the case of the Ge+ implanted Flash EEPROMs, primary ion damage 
and knack-on recoil implantation of silicon give rise to the preserree of 
implant-induced traps [16]. It is envisaged that electrans tunnel to 
and from the ft.oating gate via these traps. The logarithmic nature of 
the discharge process suggests that such devices could be used as non
volatile memories which are programmabie and erasable at low voltages 
and have sufficient charge retention for several years operation. In most 
applications invalving nonvolatile memories, a guarantee of 10 years re
tention is usually given. In many applications , this is many times what 
is actually required. Aretention of a couple of years is sufficient in many 
cases. 

Figure 5.11 shows the endurance of an implanted Flash device. Up 
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Figure 5.10. Flash EEPROM charge retentien charaderistics at 85°C for the 

implanted device showing threshold voltage versus time after programming 
or erasing. Implantation close is 1015cm-2 . The threshold voltage of the 

unimplanted cont rol device did not change in the measured time shown . 

to 5 x 105 pulses of 15 volts and 2 ms were applied with the t hreshold 
voltage being measured after certain numbers of cycles. Clearly, the 
implanted flash device can be cycled many times and still has a large 
enough threshold voltage window. 

5.5 Summary 

MOS structures were fabricated to invest igate enhanced Fowler
::'-Jordheim tunneling in thin oxides due to ion beam mixing. Ions of 
Germanium were implanted into a 100 nm polycrystalline silicon layer 
deposited on 10 nm thermal silicon dioxide such that the tail of the 
implant profile contains the thin oxide. Besides simple MOS capaci-
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Figure 5.11. Flash EEPROM cycle endurance characteristics with pulses of 

15 volts and 2 ms. 

tors and transistors, Flash EEPROM cells were fabricated for the first 
time using this technique. Using 1 x 1015cm- 2 at 80 keV the Fowler
Nordheim tunneling banier reduced by about 0.9 eV at the polycrys
talline gate/oxide interface and by 1.3 eV at the oxidejsubstrate in
terface. The consequently lower programj erase voltages in the Flash 
EEPROM were measured. Flash EEPROM charge retention measure
ments show that the discharge process is logarit hmic in time. This leads 
to the possibility of Flash EEPROMs being programmed and erased at 
low voltages and having sufficient charge retention for several years op
eration. 

As has been stated above, the effect of variations in germanium 
energy and close was not stuclied but is certainly important for any 
future study into the manufacturability of this process. 
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The drive to smaller dimensions in integrated circuits has been fu
eled by the requirement of increased functionality per unit cost. Besides 
by cramming more transistors onto a given silicon area, increased func
tionality can also be achieved by integrating different types of devices 
onto the same slice of silicon. In the case of nonvolatile memories such 
as EPROMs, EEPROMs and Flash, relatively high voltages are required 
for their operation. This clashes with the need for low voltages for the 
scaled NMOS and PMOS transistors occupying the rest of the silicon. 
This chapter has shown a possible path to lower voltage operatien of 
those nonvolatile memories that rely on Fowler-l\ordheim electron tun
neling fortheir operation, such as EEPROMs and Flash devices making 
it possible to combine such devices with the scaled transistors and thus 
to increase the functionality of an integrated circuit. 
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Summary 

"Little do ye know your own blessedness; for to travel hopefully is a 
better thing than to arrive, and the true success is to labour. " 

R.L. Stevenson 
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In the last thirty years or so, many engineers and scientists have 
travelled hopefully towards reliable integrated circuits containing scaled 
NMOS and PMOS transistors. This thesis has shown one such path. 

The journey started with the rnadeling of the electron and hole 
mobility in the inversion layer of MOS devices . A semi-empirical model 
was used to describe the mobility as a function of an effective normal 
field which is one of the most important parameters in such a formu
lation. This is important to be able to model scaled devices in circuit 
simulators and so to predict behaviour in increasingly complex systems. 

The next stop on the way was the important matter of making 
shallow boron junctions for scaled PMOS devices. This involved the 
preamorphization of the souree and drain regions before boron implan
tation. It was concluded that, despite shallow junctions having been 
made, such a technique would be very difficult to control in a manufac
turing environment due to the contraints imposed by the temperature 
budget and resultant defects. It was seen that a simple low energy boron 
difiuoride implantation foliowed by a low temperature anneal resulted 
in ideal shallow junctions. This topic remains extremely important with 
research into areas of solid souree diffusion, gas phase doping and low 
temperature annealing. 
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The difficulty in making scaled PMOS devices was emphasized in 
the next stop on the journey when boron-doped polysilicon gates were 
studied. It was concluded that such a process leads to stabie devices 
provided the tempetature budget is reduced to prevent baron diffusion 
to the channel region. Furthermore, it was shown that the p-type gate 
instability is independent of baron being present in the gate and gate 
dielectric but depends only on the work function of the gate electrode. 
Hot-carrier resistant devices were made using the process described. 

With thinner gate oxides and shallower junctions, integrated cir
cuits containing scaled devices cannot accommodate large voltages. This 
becomes a problem when other types of devices are integrated along with 
the scaled NMOS and PMOS transistors. One important class of de
vices is the nonvolatile memories which usually require voltages around 
13 volts for programming and erasing. The final stop on this journey 
dealt with a possible salution to lowering such voltages in nonvolatile 
memories which depend on Fowler-Nordheim tunneling for program
ming or erasing. It was seen that such voltages could be reduced by 
implanting a ·heavy ion into a thin polysilicon layer on top of the tunnel 
dielectric. This resulted in enhanced tunneling in Flash devices which 
can retain their charge for a several years. 

After surveying these stops along the journey, there is finally enough 
time to look to the future. As always, the shape of the future can be 
discerned from studying the present and past. 

The past few years have witnessed the increasing importance of 
BiCMOS which combines the advantages of MOS and bipolar transistors 
on the same slice of silicon. The synergy afforded by their combination 
makes it worthwhile to cantend with the resultant process complexity. 

Another important development is the growing demand for mem
ories embedded along with logic circuits. In particular, the availability 
of nonvolatile memories "on-board" logic circuits is becoming of vita! 
importance. Again, the complex processes needed to integrate such 
memories are becoming cost-effective to run as demand increases for 
the resultant chip's increased functionality. 

The combination of digital and analogue elements on the same chip 
can also be discerned from the need to combine switched capacitors with 
normal scaled MOS transistors. 

F'rom these developments we can see the beginnings of an impor-
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tant manoeuvre to increase functionality. The classic path has always 
been to shrink dimensions of transistors to squeeze more logic gates onto 
every square millimetre of silicon. The required developments in pro
cess, design and equipment technology have all been driven by users ' 
demands for the increased functionality. This path will remain. The 
important new front to increased functionality consists of integrating 
different types of devices onto the same slice of silicon. Again , the nec
essary developments in process, design and equipment technology will 
be pushed by demands for the increased functionality. At the moment, 
all such devices can be made using existing materials in normal in te-. 
grated circuit processes but the time will come when new materials will 
offer such great advantages that they too will be integrated along with 
the normal silicon devices. This will then offer possibilities not only for 
improved performance of existing devices but also for totally new types 
of devices which will, in turn, be integrated "on-board". The spoils will 
go to those companies that are able to master the complexities of these 
veritable "systems-on-silicon". 
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Samenvatting 

Gedurende de afgelopen dertig jaar zijn vele technologen en weten
schappers op zoek geweest naar wegen, waarlangs betrouwbare geïnte
greerde circuits met geschaalde NMOS en PMOS transistoren gemaakt 
kunnen worden. Dit proefschrift beschrijft zo'n weg. 

De eerste halte op deze zoektocht was het modelleren van de mo
biliteit van electronen en gaten in de inversielaag van MOS devices. 
Door middel van een semi-empirisch model is deze mobiliteit beschreven 
als functie van een effectief normaalveld , een van de belangrijkste pa
rameters in zo'n formulering. Het belang hiervan ligt in de mogelijkheid 
hiermee geschaalde devices in circuitsimulatoren te modelleren en aldus 
een voorspelling te doen over het gedrag in toenemend complexe syste
men. 

Als volgende halte werd het maken van ondiepe boorjuncties voor 
geschaalde PMOS devices behandeld, een onderwerp van groot belang. 
Dit hield een pre-amorfisatie in van de source- en draingebieden, vooraf
gaande aan de boorimplantatie. Geconcludeerd werd dat, ondanks dat 
op deze manier inderdaad ondiepe juncties zijn te maken, in een produk
tie omgeving een dergelijke techniek zeer moeilijk te controleren zal zijn 
vanwege de beperkingen, die het temperatuurbudget en de resulterende 
defecten opleggen. Het bleek dat een simpele lage energie boordiftuo
ride implantatie, gevolgd door een lage temperatuur anneal, in ideale 
ondiepe juncties resulteerde. Dit onderwerp blijft zeer relevant voor on
derzoek op het gebied van solid souree diffusie, gasfase datering en lage 
temperatuur annealen. 

Vervolgens werd stilgestaan bij boorgedoteerde polysilicium gates, 
en werden de problemen bij het maken van geschaalde PMOS devices 
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benadrukt. De conclusie werd getrokken dat een dergelijk proces tot sta
biele devices leidt, onder voorwaarde dat het temperatuurbudget gere
duceerd wordt , om boordiffusie naar het kanaal te vermijden. Bovendien 
werd aangetoond dat de p-type gate instabiliteit niet beïnvloedt wordt 
door de aanwezigheid van boor in de gate en in het gate dielectricum, 
maar alleen afuangt van de werkfunctie van de gate electrode. Via het 
beschreven proces zijn devices gemaakt, die bestand zijn tegen hete 
ladingsdragers. 

Naarmate gate oxides dunner en juncties ondieper worden, kun
nen geïntegreerde circuits met geschaalde devices steeds minder hoge 
spanningen verdragen. Dit is een probleem zodra niet alleen geschaalde 
:'>JMOS en PMOS transistoren geïntegreerd worden, maar ook andere 
types devices. Een belangrijke klasse devices vormen de niet-vluchtige 
geheugens, die in het algemeen een spanning van ongeveer 13 volt ben
odigen voor programmeren en wissen. De laatste halte op onze zoek
tocht behandelt een mogelijke oplossing om deze spanning te verlagen. 
Deze oplossing is gebaseerd op de toepassing van Fowler-Nordheim tun
neling voor programmeren en wissen. Programmeer- en wisspanningen 
bleken gereduceerd te kunnen worden door zware ionen te implanteren 
in een dunne polysiliciumlaag op het tunneldielectricum. Dit resulteert 
in versterkt tunnelen in Flash devices. Deze devices kunnen hun lading 
enkele jaren behouden. 

Na het beschouwen van de verschillende haltes op onze zoektocht, 
kunnen we nu de tijd nemen om naar de toekomst te kijken. Zoals 
altijd kan de toekomst voorspeld worden door het heden en verleden te 
bestuderen en te interpreteren. 

De laatste jaren hebben een toenemende interesse laten zien in 
BICMOS, een techniek die de voordelen van MOS en bipolaire t ransis
toren op eenzelfde siliciumplak combineert . Door de synergie van deze 
combinatie is het lonend het produktieproces, met de daarbij behorende 
toegenomen procescomplexiteit, onder de knie te krijgen. 

Een verdere belangrijke ontwikkeling is de toename in het belang 
van geheugens ingebed in logische circuits. In het bijzonder de mogeli
jkheid om niet-vluchtige geheugens op deze manier te combineren met 
logische circuits wordt van essentieel belang. Ook hier wordt het lonend 
de complexe processen, nodig om zulke geheugens in te passen, voor lief 
te nemen naarmate de vraag naar chips met een resulterende grotere 
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functionaliteit toeneemt. 
Ook de trend om digitale en analoge elementen op dezelfde chip te 

combineren kan afgeleid worden uit de behoefte geschakelde capaciteiten 
met normale, geschaalde MOS transistoren te combineren. 

Deze ontwikkelingen wijzen erop, dat een toename van de func
tionaliteit steeds belangrijker wordt. De klassieke weg is altijd geweest 
om de dimensies van transistoren te verkleinen, om aldus meer logische 
poorten op elke vierkante millimeter silicium te "persen". De hiervoor 
benodigde ontwikkelingen op het gebied van procestechnologie, design 
en apparatuur zijn steeds in gang gezet, doordat de gebruikers van IC's 
behoefte hadden aan een grotere functionaliteit. Deze behoefte zal ook 
in de toekomst een drijvende kracht zijn achter nieuwe ontwikkelingen. 
Een nieuwe, belangrijke manier om een toename in functionaliteit te 
realiseren is het integreren van verschillende types devices op eenzelfde 
siliciumplak. Ook hier zal de behoefte aan een toename in function
aliteit een belangrijke stimulans zijn voor de benodigde ontwikkelingen 
op het gebied van procestechnologie, design en apparatuur. Op dit mo
ment kunnen alle devices gemaakt worden met bestaande materialen in 
normale IC processen, maar in de toekomst zullen nieuwe materialen 
dusdanig grote voordelen bieden, dat ook deze met de normale silici
umdevices geïntegreerd zullen worden. Dit opent de deur zowel naar 
betere prestaties van de bestaande devices, als naar volledig nieuwe 
types van devices, die op hun beurt geïntegreerd zullen worden. De 
grootste winst hiermee zal gemaakt worden door die firma's die de in
gewikkelde processen beheersen, nodig om deze "systems-on-silicon" te 
realiseren. 
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1. The introduetion of fl.uorine by implantation of boron difl.uoride in 
preamorphized silicon layers leads to the almost complete absence 
of boron ditfusion during rapid thermal anneals at temperatures 
at and above 1000°C in nitrogen. 

This thesis, chapter 3. 

2. Ion beam mixing of the silicon/silicon dioxide interface leads to 
enhanced Fowler-Nordheim tunneling of electrons through the ox
ide. 

This thesis, chapter 5. 

3. From many years of experience in the two countries, it can be said 
that the preoccupation with money is greater in the Netherlands 
than in Scotland. The myth of the frugal Scotsman however will 
no doubt continue. 

4. The economie development of the Third World is of prime impar
tanee to all but will not be reached with good will alone. Since 
self-interest is a more common attribute than philanthropy, the 
most promising way forward is for the richer countries to realise 
that investment leading to Third World economie growth will re
sult in billions of new consumers. 

5. T he educational maturity of a country should not be measured by 
the number of its universities but by how it teaches its younger, 
poorer and simpler citizens. 

Asia Survey in The Economist, October 30, (1989) cam
paring percentage GDP spent on university education in 
Venezuela and South Korea. 

6. It is unfortunate that the most important issues in society that 
are organised by the state, such as education and the environ
ment , require policies that outlast the lifetime of the term of any 
democratically elected government. 
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7. Problems seem to become easier to solve the further one is sepa
rated from them. This holds true for all kinds of problems, from 
simple dornestic nuisances to major politica! confrontations. The 
emphasis is on the "seem". 

8. Nationalism, in its milder form, is harmless enough when confined 
to sports but is dangerous in its extreme version when it impinges 
on international relations. A practical way to reduce extreme 
nationalism without affecting its milder form is to makesure that 
history is taught in primary and secondary education by a mixture 
of native and foreign teachers. The idea that one's country can do 
no wrong and has won all batties would, hopefully, not take hold 
in young, impressionable minds. 

9. Eating sandwiches with the aid of a knife and fork is the first clear 
sign to a newcomer in the Netherlands of the prodigious efficiency 
of the Dutch. 

10. The phonetic nature of the Dutch language is being changed by 
the continua! use of English words. This can be seen from the 
following considerations: plan or plen; planning or plenning, ham 
or hem, Big Mac or Bik Mek, fiat or fiet, snapt u het or snept u 
het ? 

Letter in Volkskrant, 11 December 1993. 


